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TRAIL OF HAIL

Photograph clicked by 
Shri Digvijay Singh, 

DGM (A&H), MTI
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India is one of the few countries which is severely stressed by water crisis. Though our country has
17% of world population but alarmingly, it has access to only 4% of water resources. This makes
most parts of India prone to water crisis in varying degree – mild to severe.

With the increase in climate change related extreme weather conditions in India, water crisis is
expected to worsen. According to 5th Assessment Report of IPCC, there is a high agreement
among scientists that climate change will alter stream flow regimes, deteriorate water quality,
change spatial and temporal patterns of precipitation and water availability. It also projects that for
each degree of global warming, approximately 7% of the global population will be exposed to a
decrease of renewable water resources of at least 20%.

Sustainable water management including robust water infrastructure, access to a safe, reliable and
affordable supply of water, adequate sanitation services, etc. lead to improved living standards and
greater social inclusion.

Steel making is a pyro-metallurgical process and water requirement is relatively high. Considering
above, SAIL is striving to reduce water foot print by exercising all water conservation initiatives.
Over the last 15 years we have improved our specific water consumption by 19% and presently it is
3.12 m3/tcs. Zero Liquid Discharge schemes are being implemented at all our plants which would
not only help in conservation of water but will also help in long term sustainability. However, it is
our constant endeavour to not only improve upon the current specific water consumption but also
to match the best in the industry.

We are going to observe September'22 as Water Conservation month with a focussed objective of
5% reduction in specific water consumption with an apt and befitting theme "एक बूदँ पानी भी अहम ्ह"ै 

Our priority will be to galvanize our efforts towards building awareness, recycling of processed and
sewage water, reduce water consumption, transition from wet to dry cleaning and reduce
evaporation/transpiration Iosses, etc.

Let us collectively resolve to not allow even a single drop of water to go waste and Iet us associate
ourselves with "National Jal Jeevan Mission" in true spirit.

I wish the "water conservation month" to be a resounding success.

Jai Hind.

WATER 
CONSERVATION 

MONTH

एक बूँद पानी भी अहम् है 
Every Drop of Water is Precious

Soma Mondal
Chairman, SAIL

September 2022

A SAIL Initiative
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Shri Jyotiraditya Scindia takes over as Union Minister of Steel

The new charge is in addition to Civil Aviation

Shri Jyotiraditya Scindia took charge as Union 
Steel Minister, in addition to his existing 
portfolio of Minister of Civil Aviation at 

Udyog Bhawan on 7 July 2022. Secretary, 
Ministry of Steel, Shri Sanjay Singh welcomed 
the Minister at the Steel Ministry.

After taking charge of the newly assigned 
Steel Ministry, Shri Jyotiraditya Scindia 
expressed his commitment to fulfil the trust 
and expectations of the Prime Minister and 
the country. The Minister said that “it is 
well known that the steel sector plays a vital 
role in nation-building. The aim is to take 
the sector to its highest potential, so that 
it becomes a strong engine of growth in the 
Aatmanirbhar Bharat vision”.

Shri Scindia represents Madhya Pradesh as 
Member of Parliament in Rajya Sabha and is 
Cabinet Minister for the Ministry of Civil 
Aviation and Ministry of Steel. He has also 

been a five-term Member of Parliament which 
includes four terms in the Lok Sabha (2002-
04,   2004-09, 2009-14 & 2014-19). Shri Scindia 
began his journey in public service in 2002. 
In 2008 he served as the Minister of State of 
Tele Communications, Posts & IT; in 2009 as 
Minister of State for Commerce & Industry and 
then, in 2012 as Minister of Power (Independent 
Charge).

Shri Scindia holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Economics from Harvard University, USA and 
an MBA degree from the Graduate School of 
Business, Stanford University, USA.
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Ministry of Steel onboards itself on national portal for GatiShakti
On 28 June 2022, the Ministry of Steel has 
onboarded itself on PM GatiShakti Portal 
(National Master Plan portal) with the help of 
Bhaskaracharya National Institute for Space 
Applications and Geo-informatics (BiSAG-N). 

It has created its first layer of data with 
uploading geolocations of all the steel plants 
of CPSEs under the administrative control of 
the Ministry of Steel. 

The geolocation of all the mines of these CPSEs under the administrative control of Ministry 
of Steel are also in the process of being uploaded. BiSAG-N has created an application through 
which the ministry is planning to upload the Geolocation of more than two thousand steel units 
(including big players)functioning in the country.

The Ministry begain also plans to upload other relevant attributes such as production capacity, 
product details etc. of all the units/mines.

Steel Secretary Shri Sanjay Singh visits BSP

Steel Secretary, Shri 
Sanjay Singh, visited 
Bhilai Steel Plant on 
3 May 2022. During his 
visit, he inspected 
various manufacturing 
units of BSP and reviewed 
the performance of the 
plant. The first stop of 
the tour of the plant 
was at the state-of-the-
art Blast Furnace No. 8, 
wherein the process of 
hot metal production was 
closely observed. Shri 
Singh also interacted 
with employees of the 

departments he visited. 
He got acquainted 
with the process of 
steel production in 
Steel Melting Shop-
3. Thereafter, he went 
through the process of 
qualitative testing of 
the products in the 
rolling mill laboratory. 
Shri Singh also witnessed 
rail production on his 
visit to the Universal 
Rail Mill of the plant, 
which produces the 
world’s longest 260 metre 
rails.

Ministry of Steel has indentified 38 high impact projects. MPM GatiShakti eyes 
expansion of rail network, new inland waterways, roads, ports, gas pipelines and 
airports/airstrips to drive steel sector towards achieving its targeted goals.
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The bloom cutting machine 
developed in-house at SSP 
was inaugurated on 12 May 
2022. Earlier, oxygen 
lancing used to cut bloom 
scrap caused cutting loss 
of up to 10% in material. 
A team of SSP employees 
from SMS (Mechanical), 
SMS (Electrical), SMS 
(Operations), civil 
maintenance and central 
engineering shop department 
took up the challenge to 

design, fabricate, install 
and commission a bloom 
cutting machine in-house 
in a cost effective manner. 
Several trials were held 
before its commissioning. 
Cutting of blooms through 
the bloom cutting machine 
restricts the cutting loss 
to 3%. This innovative 
work also helped to curb 
pollution and enhance 
safety.

Bloom cutting machine inaugurated at SSP

60kW solar rooftop power plant inaugurated at SSP

Under Solar Energy Corporation of 
India’s scheme for grid connected 
rooftop solar PV systems in 
government buildings, a 60 kWp 
rooftop solar power plant has 
been installed and commissioned 
on the roof of the Load Block  
Sub-Station 4 at Salem Steel Plant 

on 26 May 2022. The system consists 

of 180 poly-crystalline silicon based 

solar panels, each of 335 Wp capacity 

connected to a 60 kW string inverter 

with output electrical energy at 415V. 

This 3 phase solar power plant is 

connected to the SSP internal grid.

Medical gas pipeline system inaugurated at Burnpur Hospital

AKAM Iconic week was celebrated at ISP from 4 
-10 July 2022. Under this, newly commissioned 
6KL LMO(liquid medical oxygen) tank, manifold 
rooms and medical gas pipeline system (MGPS) 
at Burnpur Hospital was inaugurated on 6 
July by Shri BP Singh, Director In-charge in 
presence of Shri KB Sunil, ED (Projects) and 
Shri Sanjoy Chaudhary, ED (M&HS).

With this MGPS now every bed of in-patient 
department of Burnpur Hospital has oxygen & 
vacuum suction outlets which will help in 
managing patients more efficiently. Moreover 
this will also reduce the unpleasant scenario of 
oxygen cylinder movement at bed sides and will 
also eliminate the frequent change of oxygen 
cylinder and wastage of oxygen associated 
with these maneuvers, which will also be 
very cost effective for the organization. The 
air compressor system will also help Burnpur 
Hospital in managing the patients on ventilators 

in critical care areas. The AGSS (anaesthesia 
gas scavenger system) will provide healthy and 
hygienic environment inside the OT for more 
efficient work and smooth patient outflow.
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Crane 3 of BSP’s  MRD 
revamped
Slag thimble from SMS 2 used 
by the Material Recovery 
Departments (MRD) slag yard. 
Due to continuous use over the 
years, the magnetic trolley at 
Crane 3 was in a bad shape. 
MRD’s electrical and mechanical 
section took up the task of 
bringing out a solution to 
this problem. A plan to lower 
a 10 tonne trolley by crane was 
put into action. All defective 
parts were cut and removed 
while new girders/ channels 
were fixed. The base frame of 
motor and gear box were also 
fabricated and installed. 

First rake of limestone from re-opened black stone quarry of 
Nandini mines unloaded in BSP

The first rake of 
superior grade limestone 
from black stone quarry 
of Bhilai Steel Plant’s 
Nandini mines was 
unloaded at ore trench 
(OT), charging side of 
blast furnaces at BSP on 
9 May 2022. Limestone 
transportation from 
black stone quarry at 
Nandini signifies the 
completion of revival of 
the black stone quarry 
at Nandini mines that 

was submerged under 
water for about twenty 
years. BSP undertook 
the initiative to 
revive mining from the 
submerged black stone 
quarry. Not only is 
this initiative helping 
to meet the plant’s 
requirement for superior 
grade limestone, it is 
also benefitting the 
villagers with water 
supply.

BSP’s town engineering 
electrical department 
refurbishes BF’s air 
circuit breaker
Shri RK Prasad (In-charge) and his 
team from town engineering electrical 
department’s LT section at Sector 2 gave 
a new life to the damaged air circuit 
breaker (ACB). The team overhauled the 
entire unit and refurbished it, thus 
successfully repairing the defunct 
circuit breaker and made it available 
for use again. Exceptional work has been 
done by the entire staff of the concerned 
area, setting a motivating example for 
others.

More modifications were carried out to ease 
operations. The job was carried out from  
3-9 May 2022. The trolley was fixed back over 

the crane. Other instruments like rope dooms, 
motor, gear box etc. were fixed, tested and  
re-established.
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A slag transfer car 
developed in house was 
inaugurated at mechanical 
shop of Rourkela Steel Plant 
recently. With this maiden 
effort, the employees have 
saved significant cash out 
flow as a new car would 
have cost the company about  
Rs. 1.3 crores. 

The slag transfer car of 
SMS II which is critical 
equipment for the unit was 
giving frequent problems 
due to buckling of the side 
girders which disturbed 
the wheel alignment and 

resulted in derailment of 
the cars. The enterprising 
teams of mechanical shop 
developed the slag transfer 
car by a modifying its main 
girders to prevent it from 
buckling. 

The slag transfer car holds 
slag pot and helps in 
transferring dumped slag 
from BOF to the approach 
range of crane. The slag 
transfer car moves on rail 
track. The drive to the 
wheel is transmitted through 
motor and gearbox. 

Fabricated slag transfer car of SMS-2 inaugurated at RSP

Hydraulic operated bypass valve installed
The innovative and enterprising team of Blast 
Furnace No. 5 at RSP successfully installed 
a hydraulic operated bypass valve in the top 
recovery turbine. The low cost innovative 
idea has helped in improving the safe working 
condition and reduced down time thereby 

improving the production and performance of 

the unit. Installation of the new valve has 

helped in consistent hot metal production 

thereby ensuring safety and bringing about 

cost savings for the company.  
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A new barrel reclaimer machine was recently 
installed at raw materials handling plant 
(RMHP) replacing the old blender reclaimer. 
The new machine was inaugurated by Shri BP 
Singh, Director In-charge (Burnpur & Durgapur 
Steel Plant) on 16 June 2022 amidst the 
presence of senior officials and employees.The 
project was completed in time and the new 
reclaimer machine was commissioned on 09 June 
2022. The new barrel type reclaimer is a PLC 
driven automatic machine with 45 buckets with 

overall weight of 450 tonnes, rated capacity 
of 900 tonnes/hr, designed capacity of 1080  
tonnes/hr, barrel length of 35 metres and 
conveyor belt width of 1200 milimetres. This 
new machine is going to benefit the plant in 
the long run as it is estimated to smoothly 
ensure 100% supply of blend mix with consistent 
chemical composition resulting in increased 
productivity of sinter and hot metal in  
blast furnace.

New barrel type reclaimer machine inaugurated at RMHP in DSP

The first Zero liquid discharge (ZLD) scheme 

“re-circulation of clean pit water” at wheel & 

axle plant of DSP was inaugurated on 25 June 

2022. With the completion of this scheme, all 

the waste water generated in different areas 

of wheel & axle plant will be collected in a 

common pit & re-circulated through rolling mill 

waste water treatment plant. On an average 100 

m3/hr water will be saved through this scheme. 

The scheme will contribute to reducing the 

specific water consumption of DSP.

First zero discharge at wheel & axle plant inaugurated at DSP
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Aspirations and the pursuit of lifestyle upgrade –  
Ms. Shyamali Basu

There could be close to 9 
million species in the world 
as per various estimates 
by scientists. These mind 
boggling numbers point to 
biodiversity of our planet. 
Irrespective of the exact 
number of extant species on 
the planet, what one can be 
certain of is that there is 
one particular specie which 
is unarguably the master of 

planet earth. Yes, you guessed it right. It’s 
the Homo Sapiens or Humans who rule the roost 
on this planet. 

While humans shared common ancestors with 
apes more than 7 million years ago, humans 
have evolved owing to a series of physical 
and physiological changes over millions of 
years. What exactly differentiates humans 
from any other species of the natural world? 
Communication Skills, reasoning ability, 
problem solving ability and self-introspection. 
More importantly, most animals live in the 
present and act purely on their instincts. 
On the contrary, humans think about the past, 
present and more importantly, the future. This 
paves way for aspirations and goals in our 
lives. Aspiration is the hope of achieving 
something in future, which you possibly cannot 
achieve now. 

In a country like India, with a burgeoning 
middle class and large population of youth, 
aspirations and quest for lifestyle upgrade 
can range from buying the latest smartphone to 
buying a 4K Ultra HD TV and from a fancy vacation 
in Europe to a plush large house. Some may 
want to buy a new car, while those who already 
have one, may want to upgrade to a bigger car/ 
SUV. Growing aspirations fuelled by a growing 
economy mean that people are no longer satisfied 
with merely having a roof over their heads. 
Easy availability of debt, increasing peer 
influence due to growing influence of internet 
and social media, obsession to ‘keep up with 
the Joneses’, improving standards of living 
have resulted in people aspiring more and more 
with every passing day.

While it doesn’t take long to aspire to new 
things and come up with ideas to upgrade 
lifestyle, it does take long to gather the 
wherewithal to fulfil them. Without foresight 
and proper planning, people adopt the quick fix 
of loans to upgrade their lifestyle and end up 
in a vicious debt trap.

While upgrading lifestyle is equated with 
happiness, doing so unsustainably by resorting 
to huge debt burden is counter-intuitive and 
defeats the whole objective of aspiring for a 
better lifestyle in the first place. Does this 
mean that one should not look to upgrade one’s 
lifestyle and be content with status quo? 
Not at all. Lack of aspiration or not aiming 
for a better lifestyle can actually promote 
mediocrity in our lives. What one needs to 
do is not curb aspirations but to chalk out a 
financial plan to meet these goals. 

An advisable way of fulfilling aspirations is by 
investing through SIPs (Systematic Investment 
Plan) in mutual funds, keeping the target 
amount and time horizon in mind. The beauty 
of SIPs lies in negating market timing risk 
through disciplined investing and rupee cost 
averaging (buying more units at lower NAVs 
and vice versa). The type of mutual funds to 
invest in would depend on investment horizon, 
criticality of the goal and corpus required. 

Further, one also needs to be reasonable about 
one’s aspirations and set realistic financial 
goals.  Just like Rome was not built in a day, 
a massive jump in lifestyle cannot be achieved 
overnight. Various aspirational expenses need 
to be planned well in advance. In the case of 
house purchase, it could range from 5 to 10 
years. For a car, the time horizon could be 1 
to 3 years, while it could range from 6 months 
to 2 years for a vacation. Time and financial 
planning are the only tools at your disposal 
to sustainably achieve everything that you 
aspire for.

Shyamali Basu, Executive Vice President & Head 
- Products & Marketing, HDFC Asset Management 
Co. Ltd.

The views expressed are author’s own views and not necessarily those of HDFC Asset Management 
Company Limited (HDFC AMC). The views are based on publicly available information and other 
sources believed to be reliable. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. 
HDFC Mutual Fund/HDFC AMC is not guaranteeing returns on any investments. The views are not 
an investment advice. Investors should obtain their own independent advice before taking a 
decision to invest in any securities. 

MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO MARKET RISKS, READ ALL SCHEME RELATED DOCUMENTS CAREFULLY.
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SAIL Steel - Building Nation, Transforming Lives -  
by Nivedita Mohanan Nair

1st  prize winning entry of the SAIL Story Writing Competition 2021 (category: English) 

I felt a spurt of energy rush 
through the entirety of my 
being as I stepped inside 
the building. It wasn’t the 
kind that could be referred 
to as something related 
to nostalgia; or even 
melancholic for that matter, 
it was like visiting one of 
my most treasured moments 
from the past. 

I had so earnestly wanted to visit this very 
building since when my father had told me tales 
of how he was a part of something that was of 
use in every household and was the backbone 
of the economy of the nation that I had been 
so committed to serving as an army man since 
the first time I had held the national flag in 
my little hands and had shouted ‘ Jai Hind’. 

My lips moulded into a sad smile while my 
brain kept replaying instances from my early 
life. A sudden knock at the door rid me of 
the enchanted web of memories that had coiled 
itself around me and I turned around to find 
a middle aged man who smiled at me and said, 
“Sir, your team is ready to meet their new 
Director In Charge.” I looked around soaking 
in the serenity of my surroundings, before 
following the man.

My eyes wandered around as they tried to read 
into the facial expression of the employees 
of the Bokaro branch of SAIL seated in front 
of me with their mouths covered with masks. 
I said, “ I never wanted to be part of this 
enterprise.” What greeted this sentence of 
mine was absolute silence. “My father worked 
as a labourer here in this plant,” I continued 
with a smile etched out on my features, “ When 
I was a kid, he used to make my sister and me 
sit on his lap and tell us stories of the world 
within the boundaries of this Steel Plant with 
huge machineries, large coiled rolls of steel 
and pipes, huge furnaces, thousands of people 
working in the same place and everything of 
this sort. 

The words of my dad painted the picture of 
things my eyes had never feasted upon but had 
always admired. I still remember the spark 
of pride that his eyes reflected whenever he 
talked of his association with Bokaro Steel 

Plant. He used to say that the amount of money 
he earned didn’t matter to him as long as 
his soul knew that he was serving his nation 
by contributing to something that directly 
affected the economy of the nation. He used 
to say that there would come a day when his 
workplace would prove to be the saviour of his 
family just like it provided employment to 
so many people from our backward village and 
turned it into a proper city.” My throat felt 
unusually itchy and I could feel the moisture 
hitting the back of my eyes as I continued 
speaking, “ My dad had always inspired me 
with his thoughts but whenever he talked about 
serving the nation, I never understood him for 
I used to think that serving the nation meant 
becoming a part of the National Army and I 
used to be thrilled with the prospect of me 
in uniform! 

It took me the most traumatic incident of my 
life to make me realise the worth of serving 
your nation by becoming the backbone of it.” I 
stopped in between.  I could feel with every 
intake of my breath, the growing anxiety in the 
room. “He took his last breath while working 
here in this plant. He fell into one of the 
blast furnaces here while trying to save his 
co-worker’s life. The money that we got as 
insurance  paid for our studies and that was 
the moment when I decided that I would come 
back here as a servant of my country and a man 
of compassion, just like my dad. As of today, 
I’ve served in many branches of SAIL already 
but it is now that I feel at home for I know 
that my father is staring at me from amidst 
the clouds and whispering how very proud he is 
of me because I, the son of a mere labourer, 
is now the Head of that very company his dad 
used to work at!”

I stepped out of the stage and amidst the 
thunderous applause that followed, my phone 
rang. My fingers embraced by the material of 
the gloves swiped up to receive the call 
from my sister and the voice that greeted 
me said, “Mother’s oxygen level is getting 
back to normal, brother! By the grace of God 
and our beloved Steel plant, we got liquid 
oxygen supply right on time. Father was always 
right,  this plant is our guardian! It gave us 
a living then and it is giving us life now!”
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EF¡F =+F P¼ÎF EFP¼¶ÜF ÛFF¡FU ¡FFW P=+ õFWáF =W+ Gõ=+FW GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F =W+ 
¼[ÞõFk˜FFÞ PæFÚFF;F ÛFWk =+FÜFaÞ¶F ùY, =W+ PáFJ ÙFC¶F ÛFù¶æFÑF]µFa ùY— =+ÚFU =+ÚFU 
JWõFF ùFW¶FF ùY ÎF P=+ õFFÞU P¡Fk¼;FU J=+ áFÛùW ÑFW EF=+Þ *ùÞ ¡FF¶FU ùY— 
EFÑF=+U EõF×+áF¶FF EFYÞ õF×+áF¶FF =W+ æFU˜F æFõF æFFW J=+ áFÛùF EF=+Þ &F°sF 
ùFW ¡FF¶FF ùY EFYÞ JWõFW áFÛùW ÛFWk EFÑF=+U P¡Fk¼;FU EFÑF=+U EFg&FFWk =W+ õFFÛFÎFW 
fF[ÛFÎFW áF;F¶FU ùY— EF¡F EFP¼ÎÜF =+U P¡Fk¼=+;FU =+F ÜFW æFùU áFÛùF »FF—
HõF=+U ÎF¡FÞ õFFÛFÎFW áF;FW õFWáF =W+ áFFW;FFW ÑFÞ P©=+U CGa »FU EFYÞ HõF=+U 
õFFÞU P¡Fk¼;FU EFg&FFWk =W+ õFFÛFÎFW fF[ÛF ÞùU »FU—

=]+š õFFáF ÑFùáFW,

EFP¼¶ÜF J=+ ;FÞUæF ÑFPÞæFFÞ õFW EF¶FF »FF— ¡FÛFUÎF ¡FFÜF¼F¼ =W+ ÎFFÛF ÑFÞ 
æFõF »FFW°sF õFF ¡FÛFUÎF =+F ¼]=+°sF »FF P¡FõFÛFWk ÙFÛF]Pè=+áF =]+š ×+õFáF 
ùFWk ÑFF¶FU »FU— PÑF¶FF¡FU ÛF¡F¼[ÞU =+Þ¶FW »FW— EFP¼¶ÜF =+F P¼ÛFF;F ¶FW¡F »FF 
ÑF³sÎFF ÚFU ˜FFù¶FF »FF ÑFÞ õFFfFÎF HÑFáFÙÍF ÎFùUk »FW— =+Ga ÙFFÞ õFùU õFÛFÜF 
ÑFÞ õFFfFÎF HÑFáFÙÍF ÎF ùFWÎFW õFW =+Ga ÒP¶FÚFFJk ¼ÛF ÎFFW°s ¼WÎFU ùYk— EFP¼¶ÜF 
=+F ÚFU ÜFùU ùFáF ùFW¶FF ÑFÞ ¶FÚFU =+ùUk õFW HõF=W+ PÑF¶FF =+FW ÛFFáF[ÛF ÑF°sF 
P=+ HõF=W+ ‡FW·F =W+ ÑFFõF õ»FFPÑF¶F Gõ=+FW GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F =W+ jj=+FgÑFFWaÞ© 
õFFÛFFP¡F=+ ¼FPÜF¶æF (CSR)jj =+U ¶FÞ×+ õFW =]+š PæFÃFáFÜF ˜FáFFÜFW ¡FF¶FW 
ùYk ¡FùFc ÙFC¶F =+ÛF èF]á=+ ÑFÞ ;FÞUÙF ÙF˜˜FFWk =+FW ÑF³sFÜFF ¡FF¶FF ùY— HÎùFWkÎFW 
EFP¼¶ÜF =+FW JWõFW ùU J=+ PæFÃFáFÜF (šFW©FP¼fFFÞU) ÛFWk ÒæFWèF áFW PáFÜFF— 
PæFÃFáFÜF ÛFWk PèF‡FF =W+ EáFFæFF ¡FFW PÛFáFF EFP¼¶ÜF =+FW æFFW »FF èF¶FÞk¡F =+F 
&FWáF— PæFÃFáFÜF =W+ &FWáF æFFáFW fFk©W ÛFWk ¡ÜFF¼F¶FÞ ÙF˜˜FW ÙFFùÞ ÛFY¼FÎF ÑFÞ 
&FWáF¶FW æFùUk 01 PèF‡F=+ J=+ ÙF˜˜FW =W+ õFF»F èF¶FÞk¡F &FWáF¶FW— EFP¼¶ÜF 
ÙFõF ÙFY* =W+ &FWáF ¼W&F¶FF Þù¶FF— HõFW èF¶FÞk¡F =+F&FWáF ÙF°sF ÞFWÛFFkP˜F¶F 
=+Þ¶FF— =+Ga ÙFFÞ æFFW ¡Fá¼U EF=+Þ ¼FWÎFFWk ¶FÞ×+ =W+ ÛFFWùÞW ¡FÛFF P¼ÜFF 
=+Þ¶FF— J=+ P¼ÎF PèF‡F=+ ÎFW EFP¼¶ÜF =+FW &FWáF¶FW =W+ PáFJ ÑF[šF HõFÎFW 
¤F© õFW ùFc =+Þ ¼U— &FWáF CEF EFYÞ EFP¼¶ÜF ¡FU¶F ;FÜFF P×+Þ áF;FF¶FFÞ 
¡FU¶F¶FF ùU ;FÜFF— PæFÃFáFÜF &F¶ÛF =+ÞÎFW =W+ ÙFF¼ EFP¼¶ÜF ÎFW ©Ý[èFÎF áFW¶FW 
CJ öFF¶F=+ P=+ÜFF— P×+Þ HõFW ÛFFáF[ÛF ÑF°sF P=+ Gõ=+FW GõÑFF¶F õFÜFk·F =+F 
õFWáF ÛFWk PæFáFÜF ùFWÎFW ¡FF ÞùF ùY EFYÞ Gõ=+FW EFõFÑFFõF =W+ ‡FW·F =+U ÚF[PÛF 
=+F EPÍF;FeùµF =+Þ ÞùF ùY EFYÞ ÚF[PÛF =+FW©F =W+ EFÍFFÞ ÑFÞ áFFW;FFWk =+FW 
ÞFW¡F;FFÞ ÚFU ¼W ÞùF ùY— EFP¼¶ÜF ÎFW HõF=+U ÚF]PÛF ¡FFW Gõ=+FW GõÑFF¶F õFÜFk·F 
=+U õFUÛFF ÛFWk EF ÞùU »FU =W+ ÙF¼áFW ÛFWk Gõ=+FW GõÑFF¶F õFÜFk·F ÛFWk ÎFFY=+ÞU 
ÑFF áFU »FU ÎFFgÎF E×+õFÞ õ¶FÞ =+U— 2006 ÛFWk Gõ=+FW =+F õFWáF ÛFWk PæFáFÜF 

CEF— õFWáF ÎFW Gõ=+FW =+FW EÑFÎFF PùõÛFF ÙFÎFF PáFÜFF EFYÞ GõF=W+ õFF»F ùU 
õFWáF ÎFW EÑFÎFW ÛFFÎFæF õFkõFFfFÎF PæF=+FõF =+FÜFa=e+ÛFFWk =W+ ¶Fù¶F ÒP¶FÚFF õFkÑFÎÎF 
ÜF]æFFEFWk =W+ PáFJ =+Ga ÛFFY=W+ &FFWáF P¼J— GõFÛFWk õFW J=+ ÛFFY=+F 2010 ÛFWk 
EFP¼¶ÜF =W+ õFFÛFÎFW ¶FÙF EFÜFF ¡FæF HõFW ÛFFáF[ÛF CEF =+U öFF¶F=+ =+PÛFaÜFFWk 
=W+ PáFJ õFWáF J=+ ÑFÞU‡FF =+F EFÜFFW¡FÎF =+Þ ÞùF ùY E×+õFÞ õ¶FÞ ÛFWk ¡FFÎFW 
=W+ PáFJ— EFP¼¶ÜF ÎFW ¶FYÜFFÞU =+Þ=W+ ÑFÞU‡FF ¼U EFYÞ HõFÛFWk æFù H¸FUµFa 
ùFW=+Þ E×+õFÞ ÙFÎF ;FÜFF ÜFF— æFFW EFYÞ HõF=+F ÑFPÞæFFÞ ÞFWÜFWk ÞFWÜFWk õFW õFWáF 
=+F EFÚFFÞU »FF HÎF=+U P¡Fkù¼U ÛFWk EFÛF[áF˜F[áF ÑFPÞæF¶FaÎF áFFÎFW =W+ PáFJ— 
EæF ÙFõF J=+ =+ÛFU »FU EFP¼¶ÜF =+U P¡Fk¼;FU ÛFWk, èF¶FÞk¡F ¡FX ÑFUšW š[©F 
CEF »FF— GÍFÞ õFWÎF ÎFW Gõ=+XW =+F PæFáFÜF =+ÞÎFW =W+ ÙFF¼ =]+š ùU æFðFXak ÛFWk 
Gõ=+X =W+ Ek¼Þ EZÞ ÙFFùÞ ÙF¼áFFæF áFFÎFF èF]à P=+ÜFF— GõFU êFk&FáFF ÛFWk 
J=+ =+°sU »FU èF¶FÞk¡F JæFk EÎÜF &FWáFXk =W+ PáFJ J=+ Gk°XÞ õ©WP°ÜFÛF =+F 
PÎFÛFFaµF =+ÞÎFF— EFP¼¶ÜF ÎFW æFùFk ¡FF=+Þ &FWáFÎFF èF]à P=+ÜFF— HõF=+F õ¶FÞ 
æFùFk &FWáFÎFW æFFáFXk õFW ÙFC¶F ÑFUšW »FF ÑFÞ HõFÎFW õF˜˜FU áF;FÎF õFW EÑFÎFW &FWáF 
ÑFÞ ÛFWùÎF¶F =+U— 2010-2011 ÛFWk õFWáF ÛFWk õFkÜFk·F =W+ õ¶FÞ ÑFÞ èF¶FÞk¡F 
=+U ÒP¶FÜFXP;F¶FF CGa EFP¼¶ÜF &FWáFF ÑFÞ Ò»FÛF ÑFFk˜F ÛFWk ÎFùUk EF õF=+F—
P×+Þ EFÜFF 2012—

æF¶FaÛFFÎF-

PÎFµFFaÜF=+ ÛF]r=+FÙFáFF èF]à CEF— EFP¼¶ÜF =W+ õFFÛFÎFW Gõ=+X GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F 

=+F PÑFšáFW 02 õFFáF =+F PæF¡FW¶FF »FF— ¼XÎFXk ¶FÞ×+ õFW ˜FFáFWk ˜FáFU ¡FF 

ÞùUk »FUk— õFÛFÜF fF©¶FF ¡FF ÞùF »FF— &FWáF EFP&FÞU =W+ =]+š ‡FµFXk ÑFÞ EF 

;FÜFF »FF EZÞ P×+Þ EFP¼¶ÜF ¡FU¶F ;FÜFF— õFWáF =+X Gõ=+X GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F 

õFW ÎFÜFF PæF¡FW¶FF PÛFáF ;FÜFF— EFP¼¶ÜF =+X ÒÛFFµF-ÑF·F EZÞ J=+ ÛFY°áF 

PÛFáFF— EFP¼¶ÜF =+X áF;FF ¡FYõFW EF¡F õFÙF =]+š ÑF[ÞF ùX ;FÜFF— ÛFZ=+F »FF 

ÚF;FæFFÎF =+X ÍFÎÜFæFF¼ ¼WÎFW =+F, ÑFÞ EFP¼¶ÜF =+U ÎF¡FÞWk EÑFÎFW ÛFY°áF ÑFÞ ÙFÎFW 

õFWáF =W+ áFX;FX ÑFÞ P©=+U CGa »FUk— HõF=+F ÚF;FæFFÎF ¶FX õFWáF ùU »FF P¡FõFÎFW 

HõF=+U ÑF[ÞU P¡Fk¼;FU ùU ÎFùUk ÙF¼áFU ÙFPá=+ HõF=W+ èFZ=+ =+X ÚFU =+X ÚFU 

¡FUÎFW =+F ÛFZ=+F P¼ÜFF »FF— HõF=+F ÑF[ÞF ¡FUæFÎF EZÞ õFFÞU HÑFáFPÙÍFÜFXk õFWáF 

=+U PæFPÚFÎÎF ;FP¶FPæFPÍFÜFXk =+F ¡FUPæF¶F ¼õ¶FFæFW¡F »FU— HõF=+X EùõFFõF ùX 

ÞùF »FF =+U =Y+õFW õFWáF õ©UáF - ¡FUæFÎF =+X &F]èFùFáF ÙFÎFF¶FF ùY EZÞ ¼WèF 

=+F PÎFÛFFaµF =+Þ¶FF ùY— EFP¼¶ÜF =+U P¡Fk¼;FU J=+ õFÎ¼WèF »FU =+U =+ÚFU 

PùÛÛF¶F ÎFùUk ùFÞÎFF ùY— 

EÞPæFk¼ ÜFF¼æF ÂFÞF õFWáF =+ùFÎFU áFW&FÎF ÒP¶FÜFFWP;F¶FF 2021 =+U Ò»FÛF ÑF]Þõ=+FÞ PæF¡FW¶FF =+ùFÎFU ÒPÑFPñ (êFWµFU : Pùk¼U)
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SAIL celebrates fifty years of incorporation

SAIL’s legacy of 
fifty years was 
celebrated with 
the launch of a new 
commemorative logo 
and will be followed 
by several events to 
be held all across 
SAIL throughout the 
year. The design of 
the commemorative 
logo retains the 
essence of SAIL’s 
company logo while 
bringing out the 
spirit of fifty years 
of the journey of 
the company. The 
logo was launched 
by Smt. Soma 
Mondal, Chairman, 
SAIL in presence 
of Directors on 

23 May 2022. This 
feat is a testimony 
of the company’s 
sustained efforts 
and initiatives in 
ensuring better 
s t a k e h o l d e r 
engagement and 
contribution in 
nation building over  
the years.

Mirroring the 

spirit of the 

occasion and as 

part of the various 

activities planned 

to commemorate SAIL 

Swarna Jayanti, 

a story writing 

competition was 

also launched.
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2nd battalion of NDRF conducted 
a mock drill on 10 June 2022 at 
Durgapur Steel Plant to deal with 
unexpected disaster conditions 
and improve the ability to 
respond faster near the BOF 
gas holder site. The mock drill 
helped in awareness generation 
and safety sensitization towards 
a better management of emergency 
situations in the plant.

NDRF conducts mock 
drill on disaster 
management at DSP 

In line with the government policies, a vendor 
development program for developing a supportive 
ecosystem for women SC/ST and general category 
entrepreneurs was held at DSP on 10 June 2022. 
The session started with a keynote address 
and inauguration by Shri V Dhawan, CGM I/c 
(MM&MKTG) DSP & ASP. The session was guided 
by Shri Sanjeew Singh, CGM(Mech.)and Shri  
T Vinod, CGM(MM). 

The vendor development program was attended by 
officials from Government of India, Government 
of West Bengal, CMERI Durgapur, Invoicemart 
along with local MSE entrepreneurs, women 
entrepreneurs and SC/ST entrepreneurs. The 
session saw active participation from all 

spheres with discussions and deliberations 
on various benefits linked with development 
of items under Aatmanirbhar Bharat, GeM 
registration to encouragement of women and SC/
ST entrepreneurs. Officials from CMO explained 
the policy of making steel available to MSEs 
of Pashchim Bardhaman area at affordable & 
competitive prices with suitable commercial 
terms in order to accelerate industrial and 
commercial growth. The vendor development 
program session was followed by a question-
answer round where various queries, issues 
and concerns of representatives of MSEs were 
addressed by DSP officials.

Vendor development program for women & local MSE vendors
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World Environment Day was 
observed by Durgapur Steel Plant 
collective on 5 June 2022 to 
raise awareness on environmental 
issues, environmental pollution, 
global warming etc. On this 
occasion 125 tree saplings were 
planted near Arjun complex. A 
number of workmen of the plant 
also participated in the tree 
plantation with full enthusiasm. 
The program was organized by PCE 
department of DSP.

Tree Plantation by DSP collective

ACVO Meet at Corporate Office

The 112th  ACVO meet was held at SAIL Corporate 
Office from 17 to 18 June 2022. ACVO meet is 
a quarterly meeting attended by all ACVOs 
(Additional Chief Vigilance Officers) wherein 
vigilance related matters and pendency is 
reviewed by CVO. During the meet, case study 
presentations were made by ACVOs and training 
sessions were also held by Chief Technical 
Examiners of CVC, Shri Ashok Kumar and Shri 

Shailendra Singh on subjects related to CTE 
examination and public procurements.

SAIL Vigilance Manual 2022 was also released 
on 18 June 2022 during the meet by Smt. Soma 
Mondal, Chairman SAIL, Shri Vineet Pandey, 
Chief Vigilance Officer, Shri VS Chakravarthy, 
Director (Commercial) and other senior 
officials.
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Shri VK Pandey takes  
charge as ED SSP
Shri VK Pandey took charges as Executive Director 
of SSP on 27 June 2022. In his illustrious career 
spanning over three decades, Shri VK Pandey held 
various positions at CMO and Bokaro Steel Plant.

ÙFFW=+FÞFW õ©UáF ÑáFFk© ÛFWk ÎFJ EFWõFU©U JæFk EFW©U©U =W+ PáFJ jjGk©ÞÎFW© EFgr×+ 
P»Fk;õFjj ÑFÞ ¼FW P¼ÎF =+F ÒPèF‡FÑF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF ÑáFFk© =W+ õFkW©Þ EFgr×+ P°P¡F©Þ 
©dFkõF×+FgÛFWaèFÎF (õFUEFW°U©U) =W+ õFùÜFFW;F õFW 11 ¡F]áFFGa =+FW èF]ß P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— 
GõF ÒPèF‡FÛF =W+ ¼FYÞFÎF EFGaEFW©U =+F ÑFPÞ˜FÜF, Gk°õ©dU-4.0, õFWkPõFk;F Jk° 

Jƒ˜F]JèFÎF, JÛF-2-JÛF =+ÛÜF]PÎF=W+èFÎF, EFGaEFW©U PõFõ©ÛF P°r¡FFGÎF EFYÞ Gk©Þ-
EFgÑFÞWPÙFPáF©U, EFGaEFW©U ÎFW©æFP=a+;F, EFGaEFW©U =+ÛÜF]PÎF=W+èFÎF ÒFW©FW=+FgáF ¶F»FF 
ƒáFFH° =k+ÑÜF[P©k;F =+F ÑFPÞ˜FÜF G¶ÜFFP¼ =+F ÒPèF‡FµF P¼ÜFF ;FÜFF— 

ÙFFW=+FÞFW ÛFWk ¡FáF=]k+ÚFU =+U &FW¶FU EFYÞ ùõ¶FPèFáÑF PÎFÛFFaµF ÑFÞ ;FeFÛFUµFFWk =+FW ÒPèF‡FµF

ÙFFW=+FÞFW õFkÜFk·F ÛFWk Ga-6 
õFW Ga-7 õ¶FÞ =+U ÛFPùáFF 
EPÍF=+FPÞÜFFWk =+FW áFU°ÞPèFÑF 
=W+ PæFPÚFáÎF EFÜFFÛFFWk ¡FYõFW 
ÑáFFPÎFk;F JæFk P°PõFèFÎF 
ÛFWP=k+;F, ÛFFWP©æFWèFÎF G¶ÜFFP¼ 
=W+ ÙFFÞW ÛFWk ¡FF;Fß=+ =+ÞÎFW 
=W+ PáFJ ÛFWõFõFa áF]Ga JáFÎF 
Gk©ÞÎFYèFÎFáF =W+ õFùÜFFW;F 
õFW EFÜFFWP¡F¶F ¶FUÎF P¼ÎFFWk =W+ 
ÒPèF‡FµF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F 8 ¡F]
áFFG, 2022 =+FW õFÛFFÑFÎF ù]
EF— GõF ÒPèF‡FµF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF 
=W+ ¼FYÞFÎF ÒP¶FÚFFP;FÜFFWk 
=+FW PõFõ©ÛF EPÎFæFFÜFa¶FF, 
ÑFF©aÎFÞPèFÑF ×+FgÞ ÒFW;FeWõF, 

©dW° EFYÞ =+ÛFPèFaÜFáF 
Põ=+áõF, PõFõ©ÛF P»FkP=k+;F 
ÛFWk ÙFWù¶FÞ =+FYèFáF, ÛFYÎFW¡FÛFWk© 
áFU°ÞPèFÑF Põ=+áF, GkP°PæF¡F]
EáF PÞõÑFFkPõFPÙFPáF©U EFYÞ 
J=+FGk©WPÙFPáF©U G¶ÜFFP¼ =W+ 
ÙFFÞW ÛFWk ÒPèF‡FµF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— 
ÑáFFk© =W+ PÎF©WèF=+ ÒÚFFÞU 
öFU EÛFÞWÎ©] Ò=+FèF, ÑF[æFa 
PÎF©WèF=+ (æFFPµFP¡ÜF=+) õFWáF 
°Fg JõF EùÛF¼, õFUGaEFW JæFk 
=+FW-×+FHÎ°Þ EFgr×+ JáFWÎF 
Gk©ÞÎFWèFÎFáF GÎF GkP°ÜFF =W+ 
°Fg PæFæFW=+ EáFÙF]=+ÞW ÎFW GõF 
EæFõFÞ ÑFÞ EÑFÎFW EÎF]ÚFæF 
õFF¤FF P=+J—

ÙFFW=+FÞFW õFkÜFk·F =+U ÛFPùáFF EPÍF=+FPÞÜFFWk =W+ PáFJ áFU°ÞPèFÑF ÒPèF‡FµF
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GõÑFF¶F ÛFk¶kÛFÞFáFÜF ¼hæFFÞF 4-10 ¡F]áFFGa ¶F=+ ÛFÎFFÜFW 

¡FF ÞùW EF¡FF¼U =+F EÛF_¶F ÛFùX¶õFæF=W+ EFG=+XPÎF=+ 

æFU=+ =W+ ¶Fù¶F 8 ¡F]áFFGa =+X ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ GõÑFF¶F ÚFæFÎF 

ÑFPÞõFÞ ÛFWk EPÍFèFFõFU PÎF¼WèF=+ (=+FPÛFa=+ JæFk ÒèFFõFÎF) 

êFU õFkÜF¡F =]+ÛFFÞ ÎFW õF]Þ‡FF ¡FF;Fà=+¶FF Þ»F =+X ùÞU 

¤Fk°U P¼&FF=+Þ ÞæFFÎFF P=+ÜFF— õF]Þ‡FF ¡FF;Fà=+¶FF Þ»F 

ÛFWk æÜFæFùFÞ EFÍFFPÞ¶F õF]Þ‡FF, õF°s=+ õF]Þ‡FF G¶ÜFFP¼ =W+ 

EF=+ðFa=+ ÙFYÎFÞ áF;FFJ ;FJ— õF]Þ‡FF ¡FF;Fà=+¶FF Þ»F èFùÞ 

=W+ ÒÛF]&F PùõõFXk, ˜FZ=+ ˜FZÞFùXk õFW ;F]¡FÞ¶FW CJ ÙFYÎFÞ JæFk 

EFgP¡FÜFX =W+ ÛFFÍÜFÛF õFW EFÛF ¡FÎF =+X õF]Þ‡FF =W+ ÒP¶F 

¡FF;Fà=+ P=+ÜFF—

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F ÛFWk EFG=+XPÎF=+ æFU=+-õF]Þ‡FF ¡FF;Fà=+¶FF Þ»F

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F JæFk EFGaEFGa©U (EFGaJõFJÛF) ÙFU˜F JÛFEXÜF[
ÙÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F EZÞ EFGaEFGa©U (EFGaJõFJÛF) ÍFÎFÙFF¼ =W+ ÙFU˜F õ©UáF ÛFWP=k+;F 
EZÞ P°P¡F©áF ©dFkõF×+FgÛFWaèFÎF =W+ ‡FW·FXk ÛFWk õFkÜF]ƒ¶F EÎF]õFkÍFFÎF ÑFPÞÜFX¡FÎFFEXk =+U 
ÑFù˜FFÎF =+ÞÎFW EZÞ HÎùWk EF;FW ÙF³sFÎFW =W+ PáFJ 5 ¡F]áFFGa =+X J=+ õFÛF¤FZ¶FF 
£FFÑFÎF (JÛFEXÜF[) ÑFÞ ùõ¶FF‡FÞ CEF ùY— ÜFù õFÛF¤FZ¶FF £FFÑFÎF ÑFÜFFaæFÞµF EZÞ õF]
Þ‡FF õFPù¶F GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F =W+ PæFPÚFÎÎF ‡FW·FXk ÛFWk õFkÜF]ƒ¶F EÎF]õFkÍFFÎF EZÞ PæF=+¶FFõF 
ÑFPÞÜFX¡FÎFF ÛFWk õFùÜFX;F =+ÞW;FF ¶F»FF EFGaEFGa©U (EFGJõFJÛF) ÍFÎFÙFF¼ =W+ 
PèF‡FFPæF¼Xk =W+ £FFÎF EZÞ PæFèFWðF£F¶FF õFW èFUðFa ÑFFÜF¼FÎF õFkõ»FFÎFXk (ÙFX=+FÞX õ©UáF 

ÑáFFk© EZÞ EFGaEFGa©U (EFGaJõFJÛF) ÍFÎFÙFF¼ ¼XÎFXk =W+ PáFJ ¶FFáFÛFWáF ÙFÎFFÎFW 

EZÞ ÛF[áÜFXk =+F PÎFÛFFaµF =+ÞÎFW ÛFWk ÛF¼¼ =+ÞW;FF—

GõF=W+ õFF»F ùU ÜFù õFÛF¤FZ¶FF P°P¡F©áF ÑFPÞæF¶FaÎF ÜFF·FF ÛFWk ¶F=+ÎFU=+ EZÞ 

Gk°õ©dU 4.0 ÒZ¼hÜFXP;FP=+ÜFXk =+F HÑFÜFX;F =+Þ=W+ ÑFPÞ˜FFáFÎF, EÎF]Þ‡FµF EZÞ 

EFÑF[P¶Fa êF_k&FáFF =W+ ‡FW·FXk ÛFWk ÙFWù¶FÞ ÒP=e+ÜFFEXk =+X õ»FFPÑF¶F =+ÞÎFW ÛFWk õFùFÜF¶FF 

=+ÞW;FF—

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F ÛFWk H°FÎF ©UÛF PÙFPá°k;F ÑFÞ ÒPèF‡FµF

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F =W+ ÛFFÎFæF õFkõFFÍFÎF 
PæF=+FõF =W+Î½ ÛFWk ùFg© Põ©dÑF PÛFáF =W+ 
=+PÛFaÜFXk =W+ PáFJ jjH°FÎF-©UÛF PÙFPá°k;Fjj 
ÑFÞ ÒPèF‡FµF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F EFÜFX¡FÎF 
P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF ¼ZÞFÎF J=+ Òõ¶F]P¶F 
=W+ ÛFFÍÜFÛF õFW ©UÛF PÙFPá°k;F =W+ ÙFFÞW ÛFWk 
PæFõ¶FFÞ ÑF[æFa=+ ¡FFÎF=+FÞU ¼U ;FGa EZÞ 

PæFPÚFÎÎF &FWáFXk =W+ ¡FPÞÜFW ÒP¶FÚFFP;FÜFXk =+X 
©UÛF æF=a+ =+U ÒF»FPÛFP=+¶FFEXk õFW EæF;F¶F 
=+ÞFÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF ¼ZÞFÎF EPÍFèFFõFU 
PÎF¼WèF=+ (õFk=+FÜFa) êFU ÙFU =W+ P¶FæFFÞU 
ÒP¶FÚFFP;FÜFXk =+X õFkÙFXPÍF¶F =+Þ¶FW CJ 
©UÛF PÙFPá°k;F õFW ¡F]°sW PæFPÚFÎÎF EFÜFFÛFXk 
=W+ ÛFù¶æF ÑFÞ Ò=+FèF °FáFF—
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ÙFX=+FÞX ÛFWk ;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF ÑFF©aÎFÞ PõF©U =W+ ¶Fù¶F Ò»FÛF ÑáFW ;FeFHk° =+F H¼hfFF©ÎF
ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F =W+ PÎF¼WèF=+ (ÒÚFFÞU) êFU EÛFÞWÎ¼] 
Ò=+FèF ÎFW ;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF ÑFF©aÎFÞ PõF©U =W+ ¶Fù¶F 
29 ¡F[ÎF, 2022 =+X ÙFX=+FÞX =W+ õFWƒ©Þ 12 õFU 
ÛFWk PæF=+PõF¶F P=+J ¡FF ÞùW ÑFùáFW ÑáFW ;FeFHk° =+F 
H¼hfFF©ÎF P=+ÜFF— HááFW&FÎFUÜF ùY P=+ ÙFX=+FÞX 
õ©UáF PõF©U =+X ¼WèF =W+ ÑFùáFW ;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF 
ÑFF©aÎFÞ PõF©U =+F ¼¡FFa ÒFÑ¶F CEF ùY P¡FõF=+U 
fFXðFµFF 2020 ÛFWk Ek¶FÞÞFñdUÜF EXPáFPÛÑF=+ 
õFkfF ÂFÞF =+U ;FGa »FU, P¡FõF=W+ ¶Fù¶F ÙFX=+FÞX 
ÛFWk õæFFõ»ÜF EZÞ &FWáF-=[+¼ =+X ÙF³sFæFF ¼WÎFW =W+ 
HÇWèÜF õFW =]+áF ¶FUõF ÑáFW ;FeFHk° PæF=+PõF¶F P=+J 
¡FF ÞùW ùYk— õFWƒ©Þ 12 õFU Põ»F¶F ÑáFW ;FeFHk° ÛFWk 
¡FFP=k+;F/æFFgP=k+;F ©dW=+ ÙFÎFFÜFF ¡FF ÞùF ùY, õFF»F ùU 
J=+ æFFgáFUÙFFgáF =+X©a ÚFU ÙFÎFFÜFF ;FÜFF ùY— GõF=W+ 

EáFFæFF ÜFùFk ÙFY°PÛF©ÎF =+X©a, ÙFFõ=W+©ÙFFgáF =+X©a, 
æFFgáFUÙFFgáF =+X©a, P=e+=W+© PÑF˜F G¶ÜFFP¼ =+U õF]
PæFÍFF Ò¼FÎF =+ÞÎFW =+U ÜFX¡FÎFF ùY—

;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF PõFP© PõæF©hr¡FÞáFYk° Põ»F¶F 
õFkõ»FF GæFFPáFEX JõFXPõFJèFÎF ÂFÞF èF]à =+U 
;FGa ¶F»FF Gk©ÞÎFWèFÎFáF EXPáFPÛÑF=+ =+PÛF©U ÂFÞF 
õFÛFP»Fa¶F J=+ Ek¶FÞÞFñdUÜF ÛF]PùÛF ùY P¡FõF=+F ÛF[áF 
HÇWèÜF ¡FÎF-ÛFFÛFFÎÜF ÛFWk õæFFõ»ÜF EZÞ &FWáF-=[+¼ 
=+X ÙF³sFæFF ¼WÎFF ùY— ÑF[ÞW PæFèæF ÛFWk P×+áFùFáF õFF¶F 
èFùÞXk =+X ùU ;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF PõF©U fFXPðF¶F 
P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF ùY— ÚFFÞ¶F ÛFWk =W+æFáF ÙFX=+FÞX õ©UáF 
PõF©U =+X ;áFXÙFáF JPƒ©æF ÑFF©FaÎFÞ PõF©U =+F 
¼¡FFa ÒFÑ¶F ùY—

õFWáF - ;F]EF ÛFFGkõF ÂFÞF õFÛÛFFPÎF¶F P=+ÜFW ;FJ P×+áÛF EPÚFÎFW¶FF ÑF¿êFU ÛFÎFX¡F ÙFF¡FÑFWÜFU
õFWáF-ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ ;F]EF EXÞ ÛFFGkõF EFÜFW P×+áÛF 
EPÚFÎFW¶FF ÑF¿êFU ÛFÎFX¡F ÙFF¡FÑFWÜFU =+X ;F]EF ƒáFÙF 
ÛFWk EFÜFXP¡F¶F J=+ =+FÜFa=e+ÛF ÛFWk õFÛÛFFPÎF¶F P=+ÜFF 
;FÜFF— GõF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =W+ ¼ZÞFÎF ;F]EF EXÞ ÛFFGkõF 
=W+ ÛF]&ÜF ÛFùFÒÙFkÍF=+ (ÛFFGkõF) êFU ÙFU =W+ P;FÞU 
ÎFW êFU ÛFÎFX¡F ÙFF¡FÑFWÜFU JæFk EÎÜF =+X iièFFgáF 
ÑFùÎFF=+Þ õFÛÛFFPÎF¶F P=+ÜFF EZÞ õÛF_P¶F P˜Fû ÚFWk© 
P=+ÜFF— HááFW&FÎFUÜF ùY P=+ P×+áÛF EPÚFÎFW¶FF ÑF¿êFU 

êFU ÛFÎFX¡F ÙFF¡FÑFWÜFU JæFk õFù EPÚFÎFW¶FF êFU ¡FUèFFÎF 
EÜF[ÙF EÑFÎFU ©UÛF =W+ õFF»F i¡FUj õ©[P°ÜFX EZÞ 
ÛF&FU¡FF P×+áÛõF ÒFGæFW© PáFPÛF©W° =W+ ¶Fù¶F ÙFÎFÎFW 
æFFáFU Pùk¼U P×+áÛF j¡FXÞÛFj =+U èF[P©k;F =W+ PáFJ 
õFWáF-ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ ;F]EF EXÞ ÛFFGkõF EFJ »FW. 
P×+áÛF =+U èF[P©k;F ;F]EF EXÞ ÛFFGkõF EZÞ EFõFÑFFõF 
=W+ GáFF=+Xk ÛFWk =+U ;FGa— GõF ¼ZÞFÎF êFU ÙFF¡FÑFWÜFU ÎFW 
õFWáF ÒÙFkÍF=+ =W+ ÒP¶F EFÚFFÞ Ò=+© P=+ÜFF—

õFWáF - ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F EZÞ °FáFPÛFÜFF ÚFFÞ¶F ×+FHk°WèFÎF =W+ ÙFU˜F õFÛF¤FZ¶FF

ÙFX=+FÞX ÛFWk J=+ =+ZèFáF PæF=+FõF =Wk+½ (Põ=+áF °WæFáFÑFÛFWk© õFWk©Þ) =+U õ»FFÑFÎFF 
=W+ PáFJ õFWáF-ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F EZÞ °FáFPÛFÜFF ÚFFÞ¶F ×+FHk°WèFÎF =W+ ÙFU˜F J=+ 
õFÛF¤FZ¶FF £FFÑFÎF ÑFÞ 18 ÛFGa =+X ùõ¶FF‡FÞ P=+J ;FJ— PÑFšáFW õFFáF ÙFUJõFJáF 
ÒÙFkÍFÎF ÎFW EÑFÎFU õFUJõFEFÞ ÜFX¡FÎFF =W+ ¶Fù¶F ÙFX=+FÞX =W+ =+ZèFáF PæF=+FõF G=+X 
PõFõ©ÛF =+X ÛF¡FÙF[¶F =+ÞÎFW =W+ PáFJ °FáFPÛFÜFF ÚFFÞ¶F =W+ õFùÜFX;F õFW ÙFX=+FÞX 
ÛFWk J=+ =+ZèFáF PæF=+FõF =Wk+Î½ õ»FFPÑF¶F =+ÞÎFW =W+ Òõ¶FFæF =+X ÛFk¡F[ÞU ¼U »FU— 
õFÛF¤FZ¶FF £FFÑFÎF =W+ ¶Fù¶F ÙFX=+FÞX =W+ õFWƒ©Þ ÛFWk õFkÜF]ƒ¶F àÑF õFW J=+ =+ZèFáF 
PæF=+FõF =Wk+Î½ õ»FFPÑF¶F P=+ÜFF ¡FFJ;FF— GõF õFÛF¤FZ¶FF £FFÑFÎF =W+ ¶Fù¶F =+ZèFáF 
PæF=+FõF =Wk+Î½ ùW¶F] ÙFUJõFJáF EFæFèÜF=+ ÙF]PÎFÜFF¼U ³Fk˜FF õFùFÜF¶FF Ò¼FÎF =+ÞW;FF 
¡FÙFP=+ °FáFPÛFÜFF ÚFFÞ¶F =+X õFk=+FÜF EZÞ ÑáFWõFÛFWk© õFùFÜF¶FF õFPù¶F =Wk+Î½ =+U 
P¼ÎF-ÒP¶FP¼ÎF =+U ;FP¶FPæFPÍFÜFXk =W+ ÒÙFkÍFÎF =+F =+FÛF õFZkÑFF ;FÜFF ùY— ÒFÞPÛÚF=+ 
˜FÞµF ÛFWk õFkõ»FFÎF GáFWƒ©dUPèFÜFÎF, õFFÛFFÎÜF °Ý[©U õFùFÜF=+ (EõÑF¶FFáFXk =W+ 

PáFJ) EZÞ ;FeFù=+ õFkÙFkÍF õFùFÜF=+Xk =W+ ‡FW·FXk ÛFWk õFÞ=+FÞ ÂFÞF EÎF]ÛFXP¼¶F 
=+ZèFáF PæF=+FõF ÑFF*Ý=e+ÛF Ò¼FÎF =+ÞW;FF— HÑFÞXƒ¶F Ò¶ÜFW=+ ÑFF*Ý=e+ÛF ÛFWk 
ÒFÞkPÚF=+ ÙFY˜F =+U õFk&ÜFF 30 ùX;FU— =Wk+½ ÛF]&ÜF àÑF õFW ÙFX=+FÞX =W+ ÑFPÞ‡FW·FUÜF 
;FFkæFXk ÛFWk ÞùÎFW æFFáFW ÜF]æFFEXk =+X =+ZèFáF PæF=+FõF Ò¼FÎF =+ÞÎFW ÑFÞ ÍÜFFÎF =Wk+P½¶F 
=+ÞW;FF— GõF EæFõFÞ ÑFÞ ÙFXáF¶FW CJ ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ PÎF¼WèF=+ ÒÚFFÞU êFU Ò=+FèF 
ÎFW =+ùF GõF õFkÜF]ƒ¶F ÑFùáF =W+ ÛFFÍÜFÛF õFW õ»FFÎFUÜF ÜF]æFFEXk =W+ ÚFPæFðÜF =W+ PáFJ 
ÙFWù¶FÞ õFkÚFFæFÎFFJk õF]PÎFPè˜F¶F =+ÞÎFW =W+ PáFJ HÎùWk HP˜F¶F =+ZèFáF Ò¼FÎF =+ÞÎFW 
=+F ÒÜFFõF P=+ÜFF ¡FFJ;FF— °FáFPÛFÜFF ÚFFÞ¶F ×+FHk°WèFÎF =W+ õFUGaEX êFU PæFèFFáF 
ÚFFÞÂF¡F ÎFW ÚFU GõF õFF¤FW¼FÞU ÑFÞ ÒõFÎÎF¶FF æÜFƒ¶F =+U EZÞ =+ùF P=+ °FáFPÛFÜFF 
ÚFFÞ¶F ×+FHk°WèFÎF =+F EÎF]ÚFæF EZÞ PæFèFWðF£F¶FF, ¡FX ¼WèF =W+ EÎÜF PùõõFXk ÛFWk GõFU 
¶FÞù =W+ =Wk+Î½ ˜FáFF¶FU ùY, GõF =+FÛF =+X EF;FW ÙF³sFÎFW ÛFWk ÛF¼¼ =+ÞW;FU—
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SAIL tableau at CMO inaugurated by Chairman SAIL
Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, SAIL inaugurated 
the SAIL tableau showcasing steel usage and 
Make in India at Ispat Bhavan, Kolkata on 4 July 

2022 as part of Ministry of Steel Iconic week 
celebrations under Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav.

lSP acquires CARES certification

IISCO Steel Plant has 
carved a niche for itself 
in the overseas markets 
through its exclusive 
product range and quality. 
In line with this, ISP 
has achieved another 
significant feat by 
getting the prestigious 
CARES certification. 
Through this, ISP will 
now be able to sell 
its products from mills 
especially rebars of 8 to 

40 mm, in countries such 
as Singapore and Hong 
Kong along with European 
and Middle East Asian 
countries. Earlier only 
Chinese and Russian steel 
mills used to dominate 
these markets. This 
certificate has been given 
by UK based CARES audit 
agency after examining 
and auditing the entire 
process of steel making 
and testing at ISP.
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Best employee, best group performance award scheme & long service 
awards at Corporate Office 

Pilot project of integrated vehicle tracking system inaugurated 

Internal Audit meet at Corporate Office 

Corporate Internal Audit Department organized 
a meet consisting of Internal Auditors from 
CPSEs namely GAIL, OIL, ONGC, RINL, Power Grid 
Corporation, EIL, IOCL and NTPC on 17 June 
2022 at  Scope Minar, New Delhi. The meet was 
attended by Heads of Internal Audit functions 

of different CPSEs with an objective of sharing 
knowledge on internal audit set-up, methods 
and practices being followed for management 
of audit functions, auditing tools being used 
and the interface with Government audits, 
statutory audits and other assurance service 
audits in their respective organizations. 

The day-long programme was inaugurated by 
Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, SAIL. In her 
brief speech, she reiterated the need for 
a strong internal audit function in view of 
fierce competition, fast-changing economic 
and business environment, and technological 
disruptions being faced by business units. 
The Internal Auditors from the CPSEs in their 
presentation highlighted the different facets 
of internal audit being practiced in their 
respective organization and deliberated on 
various issues of internal audit management. 
Shri Puneet Sharma, ED(C&IT) and Shri  DV 
Jagannath, ED(Projects), SAIL were also 
present as special invitees. The programme 
was compered by Smt. Poonam Ajmani, GM (IA). 

Pilot project of Integrated Vehicle Tracking System inaugurated by ED - MS at Dankuni 
Warehouse, CMO, SAIL on 20 June 2022.
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Rath Yatra at RSP 

SAIL participates in DPE’s Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav Mega Show

Rath Yatra was celebrated with pomp in 
Dhenkanal district with thousands of people 
trickling in to have a darshan of the Trinity 
on the chariot. Around 1500 people came for 
the festival. Devotees in large numbers poured 

onto the streets of the city to pay obeisance 
to the ‘Trinity’ on the chariots on Rath Yatra 
day in the township of Rourkela Steel Plant.

SAIL participated  in 
an exhibition organized 
by Department of Public 
Enterprises (DPE) to 
commemorate ‘Azadi Ka 
Amrit Mahotsav’ (AKAM) 
at Mahatma Mandir 
Convention and Exhibition 
Centre, Gandhinagar, 
Gujarat from 9 to 12 June 
2022. The exhibition 
was inaugurated by Shri 
Bhupendrabhai Patel, 
Chief Minister of 
Gujarat and Smt. Nirmala 
Sitharaman, Hon’ble 
Union Minister of Finance 
& Corporate Affairs.  
Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman 
SAIL was also present 
during the occasion. 
SAIL put up a stall in 
this exhibition wherein, 
it has displayed the 
company’s contribution 
in nation building 
since its inception and 
diverse product range, 
catering to various 
significant sectors of 
the economy. SAIL is 
actively participating 
in the ‘Janandolan’ of 
commemorating AKAM and 
is committed to make the 
initiative a success.
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MTI-Apke Dwar workshop at ISP 
HRD Centre, ISP in 
collaboration with MTI 
organized a workshop 
“Paricharcha” under 
the banner “MTI - 
Aap ke Dwar” at HRD 
Confluence auditorium. 
The objective of the 
workshop was to brief 
the senior management 
of ISP about the 
learning & development 
interventions taken up 
by MTI Ranchi & HRD 
Centre, ISP to achieve 
the organizational 

goals. The core purpose 
was to accelerate the 
digitalization and 
Industry 4.0 initiatives 
so as to prepare ISP 
to join  the Global 
Lighthouse network. The 
program was graced by 
Shri BP Singh, Director 
In-Charge, Executive 
Directors and CGMs of 
respective departments 
including more than 100 
participants from the 
plant.

SAIL supplies special steel for 
India’s indigenous navy warships 
INS Udaygiri and Surat

SAIL supplied 4300 tonnes of special steel 
for India’s indigenous navy warships INS 
‘Udaygiri’ and INS ‘Surat’. The steel 
supplied by SAIL comprises DMR 249A grade 
plates and HR sheets. The entire quantity 
of steel has been supplied from Bokaro, 
Bhilai and Rourkela Steel Plants. This 
is in continuation to SAIL’s sustained 
efforts to contribute substantially in 
India’s ‘AatmaNirbhar Bharat’ mission 
and to strengthen the country’s efforts 
towards import substitution. Earlier, SAIL 
had supplied special quality steel for 
India’s various defence projects including 
INS Vikrant, INS Kamorta among others.

Vaccination camp 
at CMO 

CMO Northern Region 
organized a booster 
precautionary 
dose,vaccination 
camp for employees, 
families and 
contractual staff 
on 19 April 2022 at 
Scope Minar, Delhi.

èFF&FF PæF=e+ÜF =+FÜFFaáFÜF, ¡FÛÛF[ =+F ÞF¡FÚFFðFF 

PÎFÞU‡FµF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF

ÛFFFÎFÎFUÜF õFkõF¼UÜF ÞF¡FÚFFðFF õFPÛFP¶F =+U ¶FUõFÞU HÑF-õFPÛFP¶F ÂFÞF 2 
¡F]áFFGa 2022 =+X õFWáF èFF&FF PæF=e+ÜF =+FÜFFaáFÜF, ¡FÛÛF[ =+F ÞF¡FÚFFðFF 
PÎFÞU‡FµF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF—
õFPÛFP¶F ÂFÞF =+FÜFFaáFÜFU =+FÛF=+F¡F ÛFWk ÞF¡FÚFFðFF Pùk¼U =W+ Ò;FFÛFU ÒÜFX;F ÛFWk 
CGa Ò;FP¶F =+U ¡FFc˜F =+U ;FGa— õFPÛFP¶F ÂFÞF =+FÜFFaáFÜF ÛFWk Pùk¼U =W+ ÒÜFX;F 
=+X EZÞ EPÍF=+ ÙF³sFÎFW =W+ PáFJ ÛFù¶æFÑF[µFa õF]¤FFæF ÚFU P¼J ;FJ—
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EFGaJõFÑFU ÛFWk EFG=+FgPÎF=+ æFU=+ ÛFWk CJ =+Ga =+FÜFa=e+ÛF

õFWáF-Gõ=+X, GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F ÛFWk 4 õFW 10 ¡F]áFFGa ¶F=+ EF¡FF¼U =+F EÛF_¶F 

ÛFùX¶õFæF =W+ ¶Fù¶F EFG=+FgPÎF=+ æFU=+ ÛFÎFFÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF ¼ZÞFÎF EFGaJõFÑFU 

=W+ PæFPÚFÎÎF PæFÚFF;FXk ÂFÞF EF¡FF¼U, EF¶ÛFPæFÚFaÞ ÚFFÞ¶F, õF]Þ‡FF, õæF˜š¶FF EZÞ 

õ©UáF =W+ ÒÜFX;F õFW õFkÙFkÍFU ³WÞXk =+FÜFa=e+ÛF EFÜFXP¡F¶F P=+J ;FJ— õÑFX©ahõF, 

áFW&FÎF, æFF¶FFaáFFÑF EZÞ ÑFWkP©k;F ¡FYõFU EÎFW=+ ÒP¶FÜFXP;F¶FFJk ÚFU EFÜFXP¡F¶F =+U 

;FGa P¡FõFÛFWk EFGaJõFÑFU =W+ =+FPÛFa=+Xk =W+ õFF»F õFF»F ÑáFFk© =W+ ÙFFùÞ =W+ áFX;FXk 

ÂFÞF ÚFU H¶õFFùÑF[µFa ¡FÎFÚFF;FU¼FÞU ¼W&FÎFW =+X PÛFáFU— EFGaJõFÑFU =W+ =+FPÛFa=+Xk 

ÎFW õFÚFU EFÜFX¡FÎFXk ÛFWk ÙF³s ˜F³s =+Þ PùõõFF PáFÜFF EZÞ EF¡FF¼U =W+ EFÛF_¶F 

ÛFùX¶õFæF =W+ GõF ÑFæFa =+X õF×+áF ÙFÎFFÎFW ÛFWk EÑFÎFF ÜFX;F¼FÎF P¼ÜFF— ©YÙáFX =W+ 

ÛFFÍÜFÛF õFW ¡FÎF õFFÛFFÎÜF =W+ ÙFU˜F ¡FF=+Þ HÎùWk EF¡FF¼U JæFÛF õ©UáF =W+ HÑFÜFX;F 

õFW õFkÙFkÍFU ¡FFÎF=+FÞU ¼U ;FGa. GõF ¼ZÞFÎF EFGaJõFÑFU ÂFÞF õFUJõFEFÞ =W+ ÚFU 

EÎFW=+ =+FÜFa=e+ÛF P=+J ;FJ— EFGaJõFÑFU õFk˜FFPáF¶F õ=[+áFXk =W+ ÙF˜˜FXk ÂFÞF EF¡FF¼U 

JæFÛF õF]Þ‡FF õFkÙFkÍFU J=+ ÞYáFU ÚFU PÎF=+FáFU ;FGa. ÙFÎFaÑF]Þ ùFgPõÑF©áF ÂFÞF J=+ 

×e+U ùWá»F =Yk+ÑF áF;FFÜFF ;FÜFF— EFGaJõFÑFU =W+ =+FÎØáF[JkõF ÛFWk EF¡FF¼U õFW õFkÙFkÍFU 

J=+ õFFkõ=_+P¶F=+ =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F EFÜFX¡FÎF ÚFU P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— PæFPÚFÎÎF PæFÚFF;FXk ÛFWk 

æFF¶FFaáFFÑF JæFÛF ÞX° õF]Þ‡FF õFkÙFkÍFU =+FÜFa=e+ÛF ÚFU P=+J ;FJ. GõFU PõFáFPõFáFW ÛFWk 

3 P¼æFõFUÜF J=+ ÜFX;F PèFPæFÞ =+F ÚFU EFÜFX¡FÎF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF EFG=+FgPÎF=+ 

æFU=+ =W+ EFP&FÞU P¼ÎF ÙFÎFaÑF]Þ õ©WP°ÜFÛF õFW J=+ æFF=+»FFgÎF =+F EFÜFX¡FÎF P=+ÜFF 

;FÜFF— PÎF¼WèF=+ ÒÚFFÞU ÙFU ÑFU PõFkù ÎFW GõF ÑF[ÞW EFG=+FgPÎF=+ æFU=+ =W+ ¼ZÞFÎF 

EFÜFXP¡F¶F õFÚFU =+FÜFa=e+ÛFXk =+X õFÞFùF EZÞ õFÚFU õFkÙFÊ EPÍF=+FPÞÜFX JæFÛF 

=+ÛFa˜FFPÞÜFXk =+X GõF=W+ õF×+áF EFÜFX¡FÎF =W+ PáFJ ³WÞXk ÙFÍFFGÜFFk ¼Uk— GõF ¼ZÞFÎF 

EFÜFXP¡F¶F =+Ga =+FÜFa=e+ÛFXk ÛFWk HÎùXkÎFW õæFÜFk PèFÞ=+¶F =+Þ HÑFPõ»F¶F õFÚFU áFX;FXk 

=+U ùZõFáFF E×+¡FFGa =+U— êFU PõFkù ÎFW =+ùF P=+ EF¡FF¼U =+F EÛF_¶F ÛFùX¶õFæF 

=+F HÇWèÜF ùÛFFÞW PáFJ EÑFÎFW ¼WèF =+X EZÞ EPÍF=+ Hk˜FFGa ÑFÞ áFW ¡FFÎFW JæFÛF 

EF¶ÛFPÎFÚFaÞ ÚFFÞ¶F ÙFÎFFÎFW =W+ PáFJ õFÙFXk =+X ÒWPÞ¶F =+ÞÎFF ùY—

Sustainable organic farming workshop organised at RSP in 
collaboration with NIT 

Recently, a three day sustainable organic 
farming workshop was organized jointly by CSR 
department of RSP and National Institute of 
Technology (NIT), Rourkela at Institute for 
Peripheral Development in Rourkela. 50 women 
from Dalposh, Jamsera, Jobapanposh, Jobaghat 
model steel villages of RSP situated in 
Bisrablock and Relaposh village of Nuagaon 
block were trained in this workshop.

The areas covered under this training workshop 
were the basics of organic farming, importance 

of organic farming, organic way to mushroom 
cultivation, practical training for farmers on 
preparation of vermicompost, organic manures, 
biopesticides and soil health management. 

Resource persons for this course comprised 
of professors and researchers from National 
Institute of Technology, KVK scientists and 
practitioners who work in the area of organic 
farming. After successful completion of the 
three-day training workshop, participants were 
given certificates jointly from NIT and RSP.
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Yoga Day celebrated across SAIL on 21 June 2022 
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SAIL celebrates Iconic Week from 4-10 July 2022 
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International Nurses Day celebrated at RSP

International Nurses 
Day was celebrated at 
Rourkela Steel Plant 
with zeal and zest on 
12 May 2022. Programmes 
were organized at 
different locations for 
the nursing staff of 
Ispat General Hospital 
and students of Nursing 
Training Institute. The 
theme for this year’s 
Nurses Day was ‘Nurses: 
A voice to lead – 
Invest in Nursing and 

respect right to secure 
global health’. Nurses 
Training Institute was 
set up by RSP at the 
Ispat General Hospital 
in 1963. Since then it 
has produced more than 
1665 trained nurses who 
today are successfully 
carrying out their 
duties in hospitals 
throughout the world, 
bringing glory to their 
alma mater.

Customer meet organized at Rourkela Steel Plant

A customer meet was organised at Rourkela 

Steel Plant on 9 May 2022 in which HR and CR 

coil customers of SAIL visited the plant. The 

customer meet was attended by more than 100 

high value customers from different corners 

of the country. 

Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, SAIL joined the 

event online. In her message to the customers, 

she stated that “the relationship between SAIL 

and its customers is time tested over several 

decades based on mutual trust and comfort many 

going beyond more than one generation.”

Shri VS Chakravarthy, Director (Commercial) and 

other senior officers of CMO, International Trade 

Division (ITD) and RSP were also present on the 

occasion.

Shri Chakravarthy commented “SAIL takes 

pride in nurturing and taking forward the 

symbiotic relationship with its customers.” He 

deliberated upon various schemes launched to 

increase steel consumption and the favourable 

market scenario witnessed in the country.During 

the customer meet, invitees were acquainted with 

various aspects of the plant functioning and 

unique features of the production process, the 

diverse product profile and advanced automated 

packaging systems. After the deliberations, 

the customers were taken on a plant visit and 

witnessed the rolling process in New Plate 

Mill and Hot Strip Mill-2.   
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ISP launches “Tejas” - Director In-charge Connect (DIC) with 
young managers

Ambient air quality monitoring station inaugurated at DSP 

With an objective to sensitize young officers 
of ISP to imbibe competencies and values to 
transform them into high impact leaders to 
pursue the vision of ‘Change Management’, a 
series named “Tejas-DIC with young managers” 
was launched by HRD Centre. Tejas will be 
organized every month for 25 young executives. 
This was the first program in the series in which 

officers were given team building exercises, 
management case studies through motivational 
videos and an informal interactions were held 
with Shri BP Singh, Director In-charge (Burnpur 
& Durgapur Steel Plant) and  Shri AK Singh, ED 
(Works). The event was organized by HRD Centre 
under the guidance of Shri Gautam Bhatia, CGM 
I/c (P&A) and Shri Praween Kerketta, CGM (HRD). 

A continuous ambient air quality monitoring 
system (CAAQMS) was inaugurated by Shri BP 
Singh, Director in-charge (Burnpur & Durgapur 
Steel Plant) at ED (Works) office garden on 
15 July 2022. This CAAQMS system will keep 
a continuous tab on the air quality inside 
the premises of DSP. The CAAQMS is linked 
to two video wall displays for the benefit of 
employees. The system displays environmental 

parameters like particulate matter (size <10 
µm) or PM10, particulate matter (size <2.5 
µm) or PM2.5, sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), ammonia (NH3), carbon monoxide 
(CO) & ozone (O3) including meteorological 
parameters such as wind speed, wind direction, 
ambient temperature, relative humidity, 
rainfall and solar radiation.
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Tree plantation drive for superannuating employees
A tree plantation drive was organized for superannuating employees on 30 June 2022 at 
Vasundhara, the eco-park at DSP developed under CSR.

Chairman SAIL addresses the 110th session of the 
International Labour Conference in Geneva
Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, SAIL addressed the 110th session of the 
International Labour Conference in Geneva as employer delegate from India 
on 6 June 2022.

You may go to the below link or scan QR code to watch Smt. Soma Mondal, 
Chairman SAIL, speech at the session.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/steel-authority-of-india-limited _
international-labour-conference-activity-6939821692953198592-aW3Y?utm _
source=linkedin _ share&utm _ medium=member _ desktop _ web
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A new cafeteria developed adjacent to the MSM 
garden named as “The garden view cafeteria” 
was inaugurated by Shri BP Singh, Director 
In-charge (Burnpur & Durgapur Steel Plant) on 
29 June 2022 in presence of senior officials, 
union & OA representatives and employees. MSM 

garden has also been beautified with a 5-meter 
tall SAIL logo RCR structure and other life-
size statues of animals such as elephants, 
deers, rabbits, peacocks, migratory birds etc. 
A water body created inside the garden also 

adds beauty to the garden.

Shri Arun Halder, Vice-Chairman, National 
Commission for Scheduled Castes (NCSC) was on 
a one day visit to Durgapur on 20 June 2022. On 
his arrival at Durgapur House, Shri Halder was 
given a warm welcome by Shri BP Singh, Director 
in-charge (Burnpur & Durgapur Steel Plant) and 
other senior officials. Shri Halder thereafter 
held discussions with Welfare Association of 
SC & ST from DSP, ISP & ASP at Durgapur House. 

He also met senior officials of DSP, ISP & 
ASP and discussed topics relating to welfare 
and benefits to be provided to employees 
belonging to SC category. At the end of the 
meeting Shri Halder expressed his satisfaction 
and praised SAIL units for their exemplary 
production performance and the welfare schemes 
implemented by SAIL units for the welfare of 
SC community.

Garden view cafeteria inaugurated at DSP

Visit of Vice-Chairman NCSC to DSP
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CVO SAIL visits Durgapur Steel Plant

Shri Vineet Pandey, Chief Vigilance Officer 
(CVO), SAIL visited Durgapur Steel Plant from 
12 to 14 July 2022. During his visit, Shri 
Vineet Pandey & Shri BP Singh, Director in-
charge (Burnpur & Durgapur Steel Plant) planted 
tree saplings in the garden at Durgapur House 
affirming their dedication to ensuring clean 

and green environment. Shri Pandey thereafter 
visited works areas starting from Model Room 
at Ispat Bhawan to Safety Excellence Centre, 
BRC, MSM and wheel & axle plant. He also laid 
the foundation stone for the Ethics Park in 
Durgapur steel township.
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SAIL IT Security Policy

Pùk¼U PèF‡FµF ÜFX¡FÎFF =W+ EÚÜFFõF EFÍFFPÞ¶F ÑFF*Ý=e+ÛF jjÑFFÞk;F¶Fjj =+U PæFPÍFæF¶F èF]ßEF¶F—

õFWáF PÎF;FPÛF¶F =+FÜFFaáFÜF ÛFWk =+FÜFaÞ¶F =+FPÛFa=+ EÑFÎFW =+FÜFFaáFÜFU =+FÛF=+F¡F =+X Pùk¼U ÛFWk ¼‡F¶FF =W+ õFF»F =+Þ õF=Wk+, GõF=W+ PáFJ Pùk¼U PèF‡FµF ÜFX¡FÎFF =W+ EÚÜFFõF 
EFÍFFPÞ¶F ÑFF*Ý=e+ÛF jjÑFFÞk;F¶Fjj =+U PæFPÍFæF¶F èF]ßEF¶F õFWáF ÑFPÞõFÞ ÛFWk =+U ;FGa—

êFU õFÛFUÞ õæFàÑF, =+FÜFaÑFFáF=+ PÎF¼WèF=+ (=+FPÛFa=+ JæFk ÒèFFõFÎF) =W+ =+Þ-=+ÛFáFXk õFW =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F H¼hfFF©ÎF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF EæFõFÞ ÑFÞ ÛF]&ÜF ÛFùFÒÙFkÍF=+ 
(=+FPÛFa=+) êFU ÛFFÎFõF Þ¡FkÎF Þ»F, ÛFùFÒÙFkÍF=+ (ÛFFÎFæF õFkõFFÍFÎF JæFk ÞF¡FÚFFðFF) êFU õFkÜFÜF =]+ÛFFÞ HÑFFÍÜFFÜF JæFk HÑF ÛFùFÒÙFÎÍF=+ (ÞF¡FÚFFðFF) êFU ÞF¡FWèF èFÛFFa HÑFPõ»F¶F 
»FW— =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =W+ H¼hfFF©ÎF õF¶¸FF ÛFWk PùÎ¼U PèF‡FµF ÜFX¡FÎFF =+U ÒFÍÜFFÑF=+ õF]êFU èFXÚFF =]+¡F[Þ ÎFW ÒP¶FÚFFP;FÜFXk õFW Pùk¼U =+U õFFÛFÎÜF EèF]PÊÜFXk ÑFÞ ˜F˜FFa =+U—

SAIL IT Security Policy – 2022 was unveiled 
by Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, SAIL on 5 May 
2022, in the presence of senior officials.  
Shri Puneet Sharma,  ED(C&IT) spoke about the 
basic tenets of the policy and the process 
for adoption of the same. Smt. Soma Mondal, 
Chairman, SAIL in her message reiterated the 
importance of this policy for information 
security in view of opening up of our digital 
systems as a result of implementation of 

digital transformation initiatives at various 
Plants and Units. The IT Security Policy 
includes appropriate mandates to safeguard 
information technology assets and associated 
infrastructure. The policy will assist SAIL 
in developing, implementing, maintaining and 
continually improving a robust and structured 
information technology security culture within 
the organization.
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SAIL Surabhi event to mark Swarna Jayanti 

A two day grand cultural bonanza ‘SAIL Surabhi’ 
marking SAIL Swarna Jayanti celebrations  was 
organized by Rourkela Steel Plant at Civic 
Centre from 15-16 June 2022. Shri Atanu 
Bhowmick, Director In-Charge, RSP    inaugurated 
the cultural evening and was joined by a host 

of dignitaries.   This is the  first time  that 
such a huge confluence of artists from Bhilai 
Steel Plant, Alloy Steels Plant, Durgapur 
Steel Plant, IISCO Steel Plant, Bokaro Steel 
Plant and Rourkela Steel Plant gathered for a 
cultural exchange.
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Team building at 20K feet above sea level

Personnel department of CMO organized an outbound leadership 
training programme at Leh from 8 to 14 July 2022.
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Employees of structural & fabrication shop of RSP awarded 
Forty three employees of structural and 
fabrication shop of RSP were awarded under 
the Utkarsh scheme for 6 enterprising projects 
carried out by them. The high value cost saving 
projects were salvaging of rejected door 
bodies, door frames and flash plates of coke 
oven, first time fabrication of self propelled 
slag car for SMS-I, enhancement of service 

life of 80 tonne hot metal cars of blast 
furnace, salvaging of rejected slag pots of 
BF & SMS, reconditioning of turn table roll of 
new plate mill and reconditioning of 10 tonne 
electro magnet chain hook system of hot strip 
mill. The awardees received gift vouchers and 
certificates of recognition. 

SAIL emerged as the top most buyer on GeM in FY 2021-22

SAIL was felicitated for emerging the top most buyer on 
GeM in FY 2021-22 at an at an interaction session with top 
50 CPSEs organized by Government e-Marketplace on 19 April 
2022 at New Delhi.

SAIL is the top most CPSE buyer with procurement 
of about Rs. 4600 crore on GeM

SAIL has procured goods & services worth Rs. 2264 crore 
in the first quarter of FY 2022-23 which is almost 50% of 
the procurements in FY 2021-22
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SAIL conferred with a prestigious award by ICAI

SAIL has been conferred with a prestigious 
award (third position) in the category 
Manufacturing – Public – Mega (Annual 
turnover above Rs. 10000 crore) by the 
Institute of Cost Accountants of India 
(ICAI)for best cost management practices 
followed in the company. 

The award was presented by Shri Piyush 
Goyal, Hon’ble Union Minister for Commerce 
& Industry, Textiles, Consumer Affairs 
and Food & Public Distribution to SAIL 
during the presentation ceremony of the 
“17th National Awards for Excellence in 
Cost Management – 2019” held on 20 April 
2022 in New Delhi.

Shri VM Unnikrishnan, Senior Manager-Finance also awarded

Shri VM Unnikrishnan, Senior 
Manager (Finance)from VISL has been 
conferred with the ‘Young Achiever 
Award’- ‘Certificate of Merit-2017’ 
in ‘Public Manufacturing-Large-
Male’ Category instituted by 
Institute of Cost Accounts of 

India at 5th CMA Awards-2017.
New Delhi on 20 April 2022. The 
award was presented by Shri Piyush 
Goyal Hon’ble Union Minister for 
Commerce & Industry, Textiles, 
Consumer Affairs and Food & Public 
Distribution.
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õFWáF =+U HðFF æFFWáFWP© =+X GõÑFF¶F ÛFk·FFáFÜF =+F ÞF¡FÚFFðFF PÎFð*F õFÛÛFFÎF

õF]êFU HðFF æFXáFWP©, ÛFùFÒÙFÎÍF=+ (=k+ÑÜF[©Þ JæFk õF[˜FÎFF ÒZÃXP;F=+U) =+X õFWáF ÛFWk ¶F=+ÎFU=+U 
õ¶FÞ ÑFÞ Pùk¼U =+FÛF=+F¡F =+X ÙF³sFæFF ¼WÎFW EZÞ Pùk¼U õFW õFkÙFkPÍF¶F EÎÜF H¶=_+ñ =+FÜFXb =W+ 
PáFJ ÚFFÞ¶F õFÞ=+FÞ =W+ GõÑFF¶F ÛFk·FFáFÜF ÂFÞF jÞF¡FÚFFðFF PÎFð*F õFÛÛFFÎFj Ò¼FÎF P=+ÜFF— 
ÛFGa ÛFWk fFXPðF¶F ÜFù õFÛÛFFÎF EF¡F HÎùWk ÞF¡FÚFFðFF =+FÜFFaÎæFÜFÎF õFPÛFP¶F, õFWáF PÎF;FPÛF¶F 
=+FÜFFaáFÜF =W+ EÍÜF‡F ¶F»FF =+FÜFaÑFFáF=+ PÎF¼WèF=+ (=+FPÛFa=+ JæFk ÒèFFõFÎF) êFU õFÛFUÞ 
õæFàÑF ÂFÞF ÛF]&ÜF (=+FPÛFa=+) êFU ÛFFÎFõF Þk¡FÎF Þ»F ¶F»FF HÑF ÛFùFÒÙFkÍF=+ (ÞF¡FÚFFðFF) êFU 

ÞF¡FWèF èFÛFFa =+U HÑFPõ»FP¶F ÛFWk P¼ÜFF ;FÜFF—

Rohit Panda from Chhattisgarh selected for  
international biology olympiad

BSP crane operator wins medals
in pan India masters games 

Rohit Panda, son of Shri Ranjan 
Kumar Panda, DGM (HME), Bhilai Steel 
Plant and Smt. Roopali Panda has 
been selected for the international 
olympiad of biology. A student of 
class 12 of DPS, Bhilai, he is 
the only student to be selected 
from the state of Chhattisgarh 
for this prestigious olympiad. The 

participants of the olympiad had 
to go through 4 screening rounds 
to qualify for the 5th level of 
the international olympiad. After 
passing four levels, Rohit Panda 
has qualified for the international 
olympiad of biology. Only 4 
students from the entire country 
have qualified. 

Crane operator in Bhilai Steel 
Plant’s Steel Melting Shop 3, Shri 
Gangeshwar Dewangan won the 800 and 
1500 metre race in the 55 year plus 
age category in the 1st Pan India 
master’s games held at Vidyanagar 
Sports School, Bengaluru from 11 
to 15 May 2022. 

He has represented the state of 
Chhattisgarh and has also been 
selected in the state trials. In 
the past, Dewangan has also bagged 
gold medal in 800 metre race at the 
national masters game in Vadodara 
in the year 2020.
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BSP trio bags coveted SAIL Chairman’s Trophy for 
Young Managers (CTYM) 2021-22 

The team from Bhilai Steel Plant comprising 
Shri AP Pansari, AGM (Finance), Shri Naushad 
Alam, AGM (Vigilance) and Shri Manoj Kumar 
Shrivastava, AGM (Projects) has won the 
prestigious SAIL Chairman’s Trophy for Young 
Managers (CTYM) for the year 2021-22. The final 
round of presentations by different teams from 
SAIL’s integrated steel plants and other units 
was organized on 25 May 2022 at Management 
Training Institute, Ranchi. 

The CTYM 2021-22 was organized on the theme 
‘Achieving world class project management: 
issues and challenges in SAIL’. While the 
team from BSP was declared the winner, the 
team from CET was the 1st  runners up while 
the team from ISP was the 2nd  runners up. 
This is the second year in continuation to 
2020-21 that the team from BSP has bagged the  
CTYM trophy.

ISP team wins 2nd runners up title 
at CTYM
The team from IISCO Steel 
Plant comprising of Shri 
Ankur Bhadury, Manager 
(EM), Shri Sushant 
Kumar, DM (CO & CC) 
and Smt. Nishtha Singh, 
DM (Shops) secured the 
2nd runners up title 
at the prestigious 
Chairman’s Trophy for 
Young Managers (CTYM) 
held at Management 
Training Institute 
(MTI), Ranchi. For their 
outstanding performance 

and presentation, the 
team was felicitated by 
Shri BP Singh, Director 
In-charge,(Burnpur and 
Durgapur Steel Plant), 
in the presence of 
functional heads and 
respective CGMs on 30 
May 2022. As per the 
CTYM scheme, all the 
three team members will 
receive cash prizes 
along with CTYM trophy 
and certificates signed 
by Chairman, SAIL.
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PÚFáFFGa =+W+ ÜF]æFF ÛF]ƒ=W+ÙFF¡F æFFGa HÛFWèF ÎFW ÞFñdUÜF ˜FYkPÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF ¡FU¶FF

ÙFX=+FÞX =+U PÙFÑFFèFF PõFkù ÎFW JPèFÜFÎF ÑFFæFÞPáFPØ©k;F ˜FYPÛÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF ÛFWk ¶FUÎF õæFµFa
EZÞ J=+ Þ¡F¶F ÑF¼=+ EÑFÎFW ÎFFÛF P=+ÜFF

PÚFáFFGa =W+ ÜF]æFF ÛF]ƒ=W+ÙFF¡F æFFGa HÛFWèF ÎFW ÙFFgPƒõFk;F 
×W+°ÞWèFÎF EFgÑF GkP°ÜFF ÂFÞF EFÜFFWP¡F¶F õFÙF-
¡F[PÎFÜFÞ ÙFFgÜF¡F ÎFWèFÎFáF ÙFFgPƒõFk;F ˜FYkPÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF 
2022 ÙFWááFFÞU, =+ÎFFa©=+ ÛFWk 40 õFW 43 
P=+áFFW;FeFÛF æF;Fa ÛFWk Þ¡F¶F ÑF¼=+ ¡FU¶FF ùY— HÛFWèF 
õFWáF-PÚFáFFGa GõÑFF¶F õFkÜFk·F =W+ õFUPÎFÜFÞ õFW=Wk+°ÞU 

õ=[+áF õFWƒ©Þ-7 ÛFWk =+‡FF 9 =W+ šF·F ùY— GõFõFW 
ÑF[æFa HÛFWèF õFÙF-¡F[PÎFÜFÞ ÙFFgÜF¡F ÎFWèFÎFáF ÙFFgPƒõFk;F 
˜FYkPÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF ÛFWk õ©UáF ÑáFFk© õ©FW©hõF ÙFFW°a 
(JõFÑFUJõFÙFU) ©UÛF õFW ÚFU ÚFF;F áFW ˜F]=W+ ùY— HÛFWèF 
=+FW HÎF=W+ Ò¼èFaÎF =W+ EFÍFFÎF ÑFÞ ÎFWèFÎFáF =Yk+ÑF =W+ 
PáFJ ÚFU ˜F]ÎFF ;FÜFF ¡FF ˜F[=+F ùY—

õFWáF - ÙFX=+FÞX =+U ÙFW©U PÙFÑFFèFF PõFkù 
ÎFW JPèFÜFÎF ÑFFæFÞáFPØ©k;F ˜FYPÛÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF ÛFWk 
ÚFFÞ¶F =W+ PáFJ ¶FUÎF õæFµFa EFYÞ J=+ Þ¡F¶F 
ÑF¼=+ ¡FU¶F =+Þ &FWáF =W+ ÛFFÎFP˜F·F ÑFÞ 
ÙFFW=+FÞFW =+F ÎFFÛF ÑF]ÎF: EkP=+¶F P=+ÜFF ùY, 
ÙFFW=+FÞFW æFFÑFõFU ÑFÞ PÙFÑFFèFF ÎFW ÙFUJõFJáF 
=W+ PÎF¼WèF=+ ÒÚFFÞU êFU EÛFÞWÎ¼] Ò=+FèF 
õFW ÛF]áFF=+F¶F =+Þ EÑFÎFU EÎF]ÚFæF õFF¤FF 
=+UÜFF êFU EÛFÞWÎ¼] Ò=+FèF ÎFW PÙFæFFèFF 
=+U GõF HÑFáFPÙÍF ÑFÞ HÎùkW ÙFÍFFGa EFYÞ 
ÚFPæFðÜF =W+ PáFJ èF]ÚF=+FÛFÎFFÜFWk ¼U. 

HááFW&FÎFUÜF ùY P=+ 17 ¡F[ÎF õFW 21 ¡F[ÎF 
¶F=+ =+FWÜFÛÙF¶F[Þ ÛFWk EFÜFFWP¡F¶F JPèFÜFÎF 
ÑFFæFÞPáFPØ©k;F ˜FYPÛÑFÜFÎFPèFÑF ÛFWk˜FUÎF, 
¶FFGÑFW, =+¡FFP=+õ¶FFÎF, H¡ÙFWP=+õ¶FFÎF, 
EFWÛFFÎF, ÛFk;FFWPáFÜFF, GÞFÎF, GaÞF=+, ÎFW 
ÑFFáF, ÚF[©FÎF G¶ÜFFP¼ =W+ P&FáFFP°sÜFFWk =+FW 
ÑFÞFP¡F¶F =+Þ PÙFÑFFèFF ÎFW õæFµFa ùFPõFáF 
=+UÜFF ùY— PÙFÑFFèFF ÎFW 52 P=+áFFW;FeFÛF ÚFFÞ 
æF;Fa ÛFWk 375 P=+áFFW;FeFÛF æF¡FÎF H*F=+Þ 
¶FUÎF õæFµFa EFYÞ J=+ Þ¡F¶F ÑF¼=+ ÒFÑ¶F 
P=+ÜFF ùY—

Stories of positivity
by Manik Bhargava 

Creativity runs in the veins of SAIL employees. Shri 
Manik Bhargava, AGM, Corporate Affairs Division at 
Corporate Office has recently published his book of 
short stories. The book titled ‘Stories of Positivity 
to Brighten up Your Day’ has been included in various 
categories like top hot selling books and short 
stories category on Amazon. The book has been getting 
rave reviews from readers.
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ÙFFW=+FÞFW õFkÜFk·F ÎFW ÙFFW=+FÞFW =W+ EFõF-ÑFFõF =W+ ÑFPÞ‡FW·FUÜF ;FFkæF (ÛFCEFÞ, P˜F¶FFùU 
¶F»FF PÞ¶F]°Uù) =W+ ;FeFÛFUµFFaWk =W+ PáFJ jj¡FáF=]k+ÚFU =+U &FW¶FU EFYÞ HõF=W+ ÙFF¼ 
ùõ¶FPèFáÑF æFõ¶F]EFWk =W+ àÑF ÛFWk ÙF]ÎFFGa =+Þ HõF=+F HÑFÜFFW;Fjj ÑFÞ J=+ ÒPèF‡FµF 
=+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F EFÜFFW¡FÎF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF— GõF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF +=+F H¼hÍFF©ÎF 11 ¡F[ÎF, 
2022 =+FW P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF, P¡FõFÛFWk áF;FÚF;F 40 õ»FFÎFUÜF ÑF]àðF JæFk ÛFPùáFFEXk 
ÎFWk ÚFF;F PáFÜFF EFYÞ ¡FáF=]k+ÚFU =+U &FW¶FU EFYÞ HõF=W+ ÙFF¼ ùõ¶FPèFáÑF æFõ¶F]EFWk 
=W+ àÑF ÛFWk ÙF]ÎFFGa =+Þ GõF=W+ HÑFÜFFW;F =W+ PæFðFÜF ÛFWk ¡FFÎF=+FÞU ÒFÑ¶F =+U— GõF 
ÒPèF‡FµF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF =+F ÛF]&ÜF HÇWèÜF ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ õFUJõFEFFÞ =W+ ¶Fù¶F ÙFFW=+FÞFW 
õ©UáF PõF©U =+FW J=+ ùõ¶FPèFáÑF ƒáFõ©Þ =W+ àÑF ÛFWk PæF=+PõF¶F =+Þ¶FF ùY— ÜFù 

ÒÜFFõF ÎF =W+æFáF EFõF-ÑFFõF =W+ ;FFkæFFWk ÛFWk ÞùÎFW æFFáFW áFFW;FFWk =W+ PáFJ EF¡FUPæF=+F 

=W+ EæFõFÞ ÑFY¼F =+ÞW;FF, ÙFPá=+ ÙFFW=+FÞFW =+FW PèFáÑF =+áFF =W+ ‡FW·F ÛFWk ¤FFÞ&Fk° 

¶F»FF ÚFFÞ¶F =W+ ÛFFÎFP˜F·F ÑFÞ J=+ =Wk+½ =W+ àÑF ÛFWk ÑFù˜FFÎF ÚFU P¼áFFJ;FF— ÙFFW=+FÞFW 

¶F»FF GõF=W+ EFõF-ÑFFõF =W+ ;FFkæFFW ÛFWk ¡FáF=]k+ÚFU =+U ÑFÜFFaÑ¶F HÑFáFÙÍF¶FF =+FW ¼W&F¶FW 

CJ ÙFFW=+FÞFW GõF=W+ PáFJ HÑFÜF]ƒ¶F ÛFFÎFF ¡FF ÞùF ùY— ÜFù ÒPèF‡FµF =+FÜFa=e+ÛF 

ÙFUJõFJáF =W+ õFUJõFEFÞ PæFÚFF;F ¶F»FF ¤FFÞ&Fk° ÛFWk ÙFC-=+FYèFáF =W+ ‡FW·F ÛFWk 

=+FÛF =+ÞÎFW æFFáFU E;FeFµF õFk;F*ÎF GJõFJJ×+-JáFEFGaJÛFJõF =W+ õFùÜFFW;F õFW 

EFÜFFWP¡F¶F P=+ÜFF ¡FF ÞùF ùY—

ÙFFW=+FÞFW ÛFWk ¡FáF=]k+ÚFU =+U &FW¶FU EFYÞ ùõ¶FPèFáÑF PÎFÛFFaµF ÑFÞ ;FeFÛFUµFFWk =+FW ÒPèF‡FµF

An overhead water tank (3 Lakh litre 
capacity) was  constructed under CSR scheme 
at an estimated cost of Rs. 42 lakhs at 
KK Nagar, Idanganasalai Municipality in 
Sankari taluk, Salem district on 30 May 
2022 in the presence of Hon’ble Member of 
Parliament (Namakkal Constituency), Shri 
AKP Chinraj.  Besides SAIL officials, the 
function was also attended by officials 
from Idanganasalai municipality, local 
panchayat representatives and general 
public.

Overhead water tank 
constructed at SSP
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Study material presented to students at RSP 

RSP presents scholarships worth Rs.22.87 lakh

RSP Ispat General Hospital carries out complex surgery 

In a function organized at 
Deepika Ispat Sikhya Sadan, 
Sector-18 of RSP, school bags 
including study material such 
as books, note books, pencil, 
erasers etc. were presented 
to class-I students. Deepika 
Mahila Sanghati, a leading 
philanthropic organisation 
of Rourkela steel city is 
managing the school. At present 

675 students are enrolled in 
Deepika Ispat Sikshya Sadan. 
Every year students are 
presented with entire set of 
study material, accessories 
and uniforms including shoes 
and school bag. Students also 
receive nutritious mid-day-
meals through the Akshaya 
Patra project of RSP. 

RSP presented scholarships worth Rs. 22.87 
lakh to 200 students belonging to the 
underprivileged sections from the peripheral 
villages as well as resettlement colonies in 
and around Rourkela for the academic year 
2019-20.   

Dr.Subhankar Mohapatra, IAS, ADM, Rourkela 
was the Chief Guest at a program organized 
at the Institute of Peripheral Development of 

CSR department on 27 June, 2022. The students 
were selected by the office of the ADM, 
Rourkela. As part of this scholarship scheme  
Rs.12,000/- per year is given to students 
pursuing higher secondary as well as secondary 
education and Rs.10,800/- per year to the 
students pursuing primary education. Since the 
inception of the scheme RSP has given Rs. 2.5 
crores to the students of peripheral areas.

The orthopaedic surgeons of Ispat 
General Hospital (IGH) of Rourkela Steel 
Plant successfully conducted a multi-
fragmentary distal femur intra articular 
fracture surgery on a 15 year old child. 
The teenager Kartik Patra, a resident of 
Gua, Singhbhum, Jharkhand was admitted 
in the orthopaedic ward of IGH on 6 May 
2022 after a grievous injury. Kartik 
Patra is now undergoing physiotherapy 
and Continuous Passive Motion (CPM) 
to regain his left knee motion. He is 
recovering well under supervision of 
orthopaedic surgeons of IGH.
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RSP organizes health camps for 
residents of old age home and 
industrial slums 

RSP provides financial assistance to students of peripheral villages 

Doctors of Ispat General Hospital 
successfully carry out complex orthopedic 
surgery

RSP organized two medical health camps through 

its mobile medical unit to ensure health care 

services reach the door steps of beneficiaries. 

The first one was organized at the old age 

home, sector-4 and the second in the slum area 

of sector-15 market area. Around 107 patients 

were examined and treated in the camp. The 

camp was a joint effort of CSR department and 

medical and health services unit of RSP.

As a part of it’s Corporate Social Responsibility, 
28 students  pursuing  professional courses, 
belonging to the scheduled tribes, scheduled 
castes and economically backward class of 
Sundargarh district, model steel villages and 
resettlements colonies of RSP were provided 
financial assistance. Under the scheme, 
financial assistance worth Rs. 30,000/- 
per year was provided. This translates to  
Rs. 60,000/- for post graduate courses of 2 

years, Rs. 1,20,000/- for graduate courses of 
4 years such as B.Tech and Rs. 1,50,000/-  for 
a 5 year MBBS course. 

Every year 20 students (10 boys and 10 girls) 
pursuing graduate courses and 10 students  
(5 girls and 5 boys) pursuing PG courses for 
professional studies are selected for this 
scholarship.

The orthopaedic surgeons of 
Ispat General Hospital (IGH) 
at RSP successfully conducted 
a challenging 4 hour long 
surgery on a complicated 
case of left tibial plateau 
fracture. Shri David Pradeep 
Dungdung, was admitted to 
the orthopaedic ward of IGH 
following an accident. 

He had schatzker type VI 
tibial plateau fracture. Shri 
Dungdung is now undergoing 
physiotherapy and Continuous 
Passive Motion (CPM) to 
regain his left knee motion. 
He is recovering well under 
watchful eyes of Orthopaedic 
Surgeons of IGH.
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Free health camp organized 

People benefit from Project Charaka of RSP
Twelve persons from Lathikata and Bisra 
blocks as well as the industrial township 
benefited from the free surgical scheme‘Project 
Charaka’ of Rourkela Steel Plant. All patients 
were referred to Ispat General Hospital. 

After obtaining satisfactory post-surgical 

reports, patients were discharged. The entire 

expenditure of the surgeries and medication 

was borne by RSP. 

Barsua iron mines (BIM) and Taldih iron mines 
(TIM) from Odisha group of mines of RSP dug 
5 tube wells and organized medical camps as 
part of their CSR initiative. Prior to this, 
14 tube wells were dug in the village by the 
mines collective. In addition to this, sewing 
machines were also presented to 18 women of 
Taldihi to enhance their income generation 
opportunities. A medical camp was also 
organized by BIM Hospital team in the village 
where more than 150 persons got their health 
check-up done.
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Shaurya Prakash, son of Shri Alok Kumar and Smt. Anamika 
Kumari, won the Under 11 (Boys) while Sambhavi Soumya, 
daughter of Shri Somnath Kumar and Smt. Nibha Kumari, 
was runner up in the under 11 (Girls) categories in 
Ranchi district badminton tournament organized by 
Badminton Association of Ranchi from 20 - 22 May 2022. 
The tournament was held at the Thakur Vishwanath Shahdeo 
indoor stadium, Khelgaon in Ranchi. 11 year old Shaurya 
is a student of class 6 and 9 year old, Sambhavi is a 
student of class 4 in DPS, Ranchi. Both trained under 
the guidance of Shri Bharat Shah. Shaurya will also be 
participating in the upcoming state level badminton 
tournament to be held in August 2022. 

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F =W+ PÎF¼WèF=+ ÒÚFFÞU êFU 
EÛFÞWÎ¼] Ò=+FèF ÎFW 3 ¡F[ÎF, 2022 
=+X ÙFX=+FÞX =W+ ÛFXùÎF =]+ÛFFÞ ÛFk;FáFÛF 
õ©WP°ÜFÛF ÛFWk EFÜFXP¡F¶F J=+ =+FÜFa=e+ÛF 
=W+ ¼ZÞFÎF õFFÛF]¼FPÜF=+ =Wk+½ ÛFWk õFWáF 
°W-ÙFXP°b;F ÙFFõ=W+©ÙFFáF õFWk©Þ =W+ 
èF]ÚFFÞÛÚF =+U fFXðFµFF =+U—

ÙFX=+FÞX ÛFWk õæFFõ»ÜF EZÞ &FWáF-=[+¼ 
=+X ÙF³sFæFF ¼WÎFW =W+ ÛF]PùÛF =W+ ¶Fù¶F 
GõF °W-ÙFXP°b;F ÙFFõ=W+©ÙFFáF õFWk©Þ ÛFWk 
12 õFW 16 EFÜF] æF;Fa =W+ ÙF˜˜FXk =+X 

ÒPèFP‡F¶F JÎF EFGa JõF =+X˜F ÂFÞF 
ÒPèF‡FµF P¼ÜFF ¡FFJ;FF— ÒPèF‡FµF =W+ 
PáFJ ÙFX=+FÞX EZÞ EFõF-ÑFFõF =W+ 
;FFæFXk õFW ÙF˜˜FXk =+F ˜FÜFÎF P=+ÜFF ;FÜFF 
ùY— ÒPèF‡FµF ÒFÑ¶F =+ÞÎFW æFFáFW ÙF˜˜FXk 
=+X ÙFUJõFJáF =+U EXÞ õFW õÑFX©ahõF 
P=+©, PÎF:èF]á=+ HÑFáFÙÍF =+ÞFGa ;FGa— 
GõF=W+ EáFFæFF ÒPèF‡FµF ÒFÑ¶F =+ÞÎFW 
æFFáFW =Y+°W©hõF =+X PÞ×eW+èFÛFWk© ÚFU 
¼U ¡FFÜFW;FU, õFF»F ùU ¡FßÞ¶F ÑF°sÎFW 
ÑFÞ P˜FP=+¶õFF õF]PæFÍFF ÚFU Ò¼FÎF =+U 
¡FFÜFW;FU—

Ranchi district badminton tournament organized

ÙFX=+FÞX õFkÜFk·F ÛFWk õFWáF °W-ÙFXP°b;F ÙFFõ=W+©ÙFFáF õFWk©Þ

SAIL Hockey Academy (SHA) of RSP bagged the 
runner’s up trophy in the 2nd Hockey India Junior 
Men Academy National Championship 2022 held at 
the Naval Tata Hockey Academy, Jamshedpur from 
20 April - 1 May 2022. A total of 31 teams from 
different parts of the country participated in 

the tournament. In a nail biting final, the SHA 

team lost to Naval Tata Hockey Academy 4-1 in 

the tie breaker. The champion was decided in 

a penalty shootout after full time ended with 

scores levelled at 2-2.

SAIL Hockey Academy bags runners up trophy in Hockey India Junior 
Men Academy National Championship 
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The 34th annual summer 
coaching camp was organized 
by RSP at Ispat Stadium 
from 12 to 31 May 2022. 
During the summer coaching 
camp, more than 2200  
participants learnt the 
nuances in 14 disciplines 
of sports namely 
athletics, badminton, 
basketball, boxing, 
chess, cricket, cycling, 
football, hockey, kabaddi, 

table tennis, volleyball, 
weight lifting and yoga 
from expert coaches. The 
summer coaching camp which 
started in the year 1986, 
has produced many sports 
persons of national and 
international repute in 
the past and continues 
to showcase many budding 
sports stars of the future.

Summer coaching camp organized at RSP
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Shri  Vijay Kumar Raul, GM (FMM) and  
Shri Santosh Kumar Bhuyan, GM (T&RM) have brought 
laurels for the company by winning medals in 
the 47th National Power Lifting Championship 
held at Dalli Rajhara, Chattisgarh. Shri Raul 
won a gold medal under 120 plus Kg-Master 

II category while Shri Bhuyan won the bronze 
medal in 83 Kg – Master II category. Around 900 
participants from across the country took part 
in this mega event in different categories.

RSP wins 47th National Power Lifting championship

158th meeting of SPSB held 

158th Meeting of Steel Plant Sports Board (SPSB) 
was chaired by Smt. Soma Mondal, Chairman, 
SAIL at New Delhi. The meeting was attended by 
SPSB members: Tata Steel, RINL, Rourkela Steel 
Plant, Bokaro Steel Plant, Bhilai Steel Plant, 

Durgapur Steel Plant, Alloy Steels Plant 
and IISCO Steel Plant. During the meeting,  
Smt. Soma Mondal emphasized on developing a 
strong sporting culture in and around the 
steel plant areas. 
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Recreational sports facilities inaugurated in township

Inter departmental day-night cricket tournament held at DSP

Several sports and other recreational 
facilities have been developed in Durgapur 
Steel township aimed at motivating township 
residents towards adopting a healthy lifestyle 
to improve endurance, efficiency and uplift 
morale. Shri BP Singh, Director In-charge 
(Burnpur & Durgapur Steel Plant) inaugurated 

a newly developed open air gym at A-zone park 
in the township on 22 July 2022. In line 
with this, similar other newly developed open 
air gym facilities were also inaugurated on 
the same day by senior officials at different 
locations in Durgapur steel township.

Inter departmental cricket tournament 2022 was 
organized by Durgapur Steel Plant in day-night 
format under the floodlights from 7 to 16 May 
2022 at ASP stadium. The tournament began on 
7 May 2022 with the inauguration of the event 
along with playing of the inaugural match 
between Team Blast Furnace and Team Plant 
Civil Engineering. 

A large number of sports lovers visited the 
stadium every day to witness the spectacular 

day-night cricket tournament. A total of 24 
teams comprising 22 from DSP & 2 from ASP 
participated in the tournament. A total of 25 
matches were played during the tournament in a 
knock-out T-12(12 overs each) format. 
The final match was played on 16 May 2022 between 
Team SMS & Team Blast Furnace with Team SMS 
winning the match by 84 runs. Batting first, 
the Team SMS scored 183 runs in 16 overs while 
Team BF scored 99 runs in their 16 overs.
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SAIL Management Training Institute (MTI) – 
Completing a 60 year journey

Management Training Institute (MTI) has 
completed 60th year of its foundation on 25 June 
2022. In these 60 years, MTI has established 
itself as a centre par excellence in the field 
of learning & development. To commemorate this 
momentous occasion, MTI is embarking upon year 
long ‘Diamond Jubilee’ celebrations. MTI traces 
its origin to the formative years of Steel 
Authority of India Limited (erstwhile Hindustan 
Steel Limited). The organization was still in its 
infancy, when the top leadership realized the 
significance of management development for such 
a budding organization. This vision led to the 
establishment of the first Corporate Management 
Training Institute in the country dedicated to 
the steel industry in the year 1962 at Ranchi.

The initial shape and roadmap for MTI was 
formulated based on the recommendations of 
a high-power team comprising  of experts from 
United States Steel Corporation, Ford Foundation 
and Carnegie Institute of Technology, USA. MTI’s 
contribution has been immense in building skills 
of managers at SAIL to overcome challenges and 
adapt to changes  and challenges during the last 
six decades.

By 1973, SAIL had become a gigantic company with 
five integrated steel plants at Bhilai, Bokaro, 
Durgapur, Rourkela and Burnpur and two small 
plants - the Alloy Steels Plant and Salem Steel 
Plant, producing more than four million tonnes 
of steel compared to one million tonnes in  
1960-61. The organizational expectations from 
its managers were growing and in turn the role of 
MTI was becoming more and more challenging. MTI 
continued its endeavors in the areas of imparting 
training, management research and consultancy. 

By the early eighties, MTI had gained prominence 
with two decades of rich experience in management 
learning, research, and consultancy. MTI was 
also drawing attention from the corporate world 
for its noteworthy contributions in integrating 
management competencies with technical skills 
of managers. During this period SAIL was also 
drawing up its modernization and expansion plans 
to scale up its operations and it was then that the 
SAIL management realized the need for expansion 
and modernization of the MTI infrastructure and 
facilities in line with the company’s plans. In 
1982, the foundation stone  was laid at a new site 
and by 1987 the new MTI building was operational.
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In the early nineties, SAIL undertook a major 
modernization programme in all the integrated 
steel plants for capacity expansion and quality 
improvement. MTI took a lead role in developing 
the techno-managerial competence of managers 
to equip them in handling the post-modernized 
facilities and complexes. With this in view, MTI 
signed long-term agreements with BSCOS, UK, BHPE 
Kinhill, Australia and Voestalpine, Austria for 
upgrading HRD Systems at SAIL. A large numbers of 
executives were trained under these agreements 
and later on they went on to become linchpins for 
change initiatives in the company.

Following globalization  and liberalization 
initiatives by the Government, competition started 
increasing in the steel market. The transition 
demanded a new approach and mindset of SAIL 
managers to keep the organization competitive. 
Hence, MTI designed and formulated a number of 
training interventions for managers, not only 
to impart skills to succeed in a competitive 
environment.

In 1994 MTI, became the first corporate training 
institute in the country to receive an ISO 9001 
Certification for management training. MTI won 
the coveted Golden Peacock National Quality 
Award in 1996 and received the National Award for 
Innovative Training Practices from Indian Society 
for Training & Development (ISTD) in 2005. MTI also 
received the award for most Innovative Industry 
Resource in the CUBIC (Corporate University Best 
in Class) Awards in Florida, USA in 2007.

Over the years, MTI has blossomed into a premier 
in-house training institute of the country. 
As the apex training institute of SAIL, MTI 
is catering to the managerial training needs 
of senior executives of the company and other 
organizations by imparting a high standard s of 
training and related support services.

Today, MTI conducts over 130 training programmes 
per year covering over 2500 senior executives of 
SAIL in different areas of management. MTI has 
also designed mechanisms like training to bridge 
the Critical Skills Gaps, Learning from Each 
Other (LEO) workshops to share best practices, 
Performance Improvement workshops (PIWs) aimed 
at resolving specific technical issues & problems 
arising at shop floor, through collaborative 
activities. Interface Workshops between 
organizational units (customer and supplier) to 
provide an opportunity to understand each other’s 
problems and enable the personnel to mutually 
appreciate each other’s role and the impact on 
the overall organisational performance.
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MTI uses competitions as triggering mechanism 
for self-learning through exploration by 
providing a context and goal for learning. Some 
of the important competitions conducted by MTI 
are Chairman’s Trophy for Young Managers (to 
encourage research at the workplace on issues 
critical for the organization), Anubhav: The 
Case Study Competition (to encourage case 
study writing); and UDAAN (Corporate Business 
Quiz).

The faculty has a rich blend of academics 
and industry experience with specialization 
in different Functions like Finance, HR, 
Marketing, Projects, Organizational Behaviour 
etc. In specific areas, MTI takes support 
of eminent business consultants and senior 
practicing managers as faculty.

From 2008 onwards, MTI infrastructure was given 
a major face lift to have the facilities of 
a world class Institute. Today, MTI has well 
equipped modern air-conditioned lecture halls 
with excellent acoustics, latest audio-visual 
aids, upgraded syndicate rooms, PC Lab, Multi 
gym, indoor and outdoor games facilities, 
jogging path, beautiful garden, lush green 
surroundings, Wi-fi enabled campus, video 
conferencing facilities and a rich library 
with over 15,000 books and 150 journals.

MTI is on the path of making its training 
world class and is making relevant networking 
with professional institutions. In the wake 
of SAIL’s modernization programme, MTI has 
joined hands with technological leaders to 
support technical training for Plants & Units 
by signing MoUs with world renowned technology 
suppliers such as SKF Ltd, Siemens Ltd, Bosch 
Rexroth Ltd and ABB Ltd.

To disseminate knowledge, MTI brings out 
publications like Growth (A biannual Journal), 
Compendium of Select Papers (A collection 
of articles submitted by Young Managers in 
the Chairman’s Trophy for Young Managers), 
Case Book containing case studies written 
by Line Managers from SAIL Plants & Units, 
and MTI Faculty. It organizes National and 
International Seminars from time to time, 
wherein luminaries like Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, 
Dr. Abid Hussain, Dr. Kiran Bedi, Dr. Pritam 
Singh, Dr TV Rao and many other industry 
leaders and academicians have shared their 
knowledge and experiences.

MTI has established an assessment & development 
Centre (ADC) with the help of global consultancy 
firms, KPMG and Thomas Assessments. MTI is also 
endeavouring to nurture young minds in the 
company to achieve managerial excellence. MTI 
in addition to playing a key role in growth of 
SAIL, has contributed to the growth of other 
steel makers. MTI has been instrumental in 
preparation of training manuals and imparting 
training to personnel of over 1450 Steel Re-
rolling Mills (SRRM) under UNDP/GEF Project 
(Steel). MTI’s mentoring role has extended 
beyond the steel industry to other allied 
industry and in the process; companies like 
MECON, HEC, NINL, BPCL, NTPC, Tata Steel etc. 
have availed of MTI services.

The foundation stone for the transformation in 
the L&D space in SAIL was laid by MTI in 2017 
and is continuing with focus on digitizing a 
major part of the L&D process to enable anytime-
anywhere learning by employees at their own 
pace. The process started towards the end of 
2016 with building ‘e-Abhigyan– the Digital 
Learning Hub of SAIL’ anticipating the overall 
trends towards digitalization in all aspects 
of working including learning and development. 
The traditional face-to-face training was 
integrated with online synchronous and 
asynchronous learning, providing an ecosystem 
that leverages the traditional strengths in 
conventional training & development through 
elaborate HRD systems and dedicated training 
centres with an IT architecture. 

eAbhigyan has become a one-stop portal for 
learning resources on various managerial, 
functional and technical areas.

With the onslaught of COVID-19 pandemic and 
the subsequent country-wide lockdown from 
mid- March 2020, the entire L&D function was 
brought to a standstill. However, since MTI 
had the digital readiness, it could convert 
this crisis into opportunity to bring about 
digital transformation in the L&D space of 
the company. During this period MTI started 
conducting online webinars and meetings on 
different platforms such as Zoom, Webex, GoTo 
Meeting etc. The forced restrictions provided 
an opportunity to L&D collective of SAIL to 
give exposure and familiarize majority of 
employees through online training modes at 
various Plants & Units. At the same time, 
meetings and interactions were done with other 
leading PSUs across India and quickly best 
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practices were incorporated in the online 
training arena.

Today the programmes are also being delivered 
in a ‘phygital’ or hybrid/blended mode 
combining asynchronous & synchronous learning 
with face-to-face learning. 

Forums are being used for knowledge sharing and 
problem solving in different domains through 
forum postings, online Learning from Each 
Other (LEO) workshops, Performance Improvement 
Workshops (PIW), where experts not only from 
different Plants and Units of SAIL but also 
technology providers are connected digitally.

Using simulations, both for technical & 

managerial learning by leveraging technological 

knowhow of specialist partners. The technical 

simulation-based training, online simulations 

are done through the technology partners, as 

well as business simulations focused on finance 

and strategy.

As SAIL moves ahead with invincible grit and 

determination towards the future, MTI has 

committed itself to play an active role in all 

the aspects, which would enable the organization 

to pursue its vision successfully. 
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SAIL Crossword

Across

3.  Used as a raw material in iron making

6. Process to achieve desired range of 
physical properties in steel

7. Removes impurities

8. Process to increase hardness and 
brittleness

10. Abbreviation for ‘laydays and 
cancelling date’

Down

1. Refractory lined vessel

2. Describes toughness of a metal

4. Method of joining metals

5. Heating of metal to restore desirable 
properties after rolling etc.

9.  Small furnace widely used to produce 
liquid iron in foundries 

Instructions:
Kindly send the filled up crossword either in JPG or PDF format to the following 
email ID: sail.news@sail.in 
Please provide your details as per the following in the body of the email:
Name: 
Full Address:
Email ID:
Cell Number:
In case of SAIL Employee please also include -
Designation/ Department:
Plant/Unit:
SAIL Personnel Number: 
Attractive prizes for the first 3 correct entries
The answer key to this crossword and name of the winners will be published in the next issue 
of SAIL News.
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